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Summary

Dentistry has been available through the NHS since the creation of the Service in 1948, and during that time oral health has improved dramatically. Most of the 23,000 dentists in England provide both NHS and private dentistry services. In 2003–04 total expenditure on dentistry in England was some £3.8 billion of which £2.3 billion was accounted for by the NHS and an estimated £1.5 billion by private dentistry. The NHS recovered £0.5 billion of this expenditure from patient charges.

Traditionally dentists are independent contractors who choose where to locate their premises, and how much if any NHS dentistry to provide. Over the last ten years there has been an increase in the number of patients experiencing difficulties in accessing NHS dentistry, as many dentists reduced their commitment to the NHS and developed their private work. Over the same time period there has been pressure for reform of the dental remuneration system, in which dentists are paid per item of treatment provided, mainly because it has tended to encourage intervention, rather than prevention as favoured by modern dentistry.

In 1998 the Department of Health established Personal Dental Services (PDS) contracts to pilot new systems for paying dentists and new ways of working. In 2003 major changes were announced in which Primary Care Trusts are to be given responsibility for commissioning NHS dental services in response to local needs, including having more influence over where dental practices are located. The Department set an April 2005 target date for implementation of new contracts for all NHS dentistry, subsequently deferred until October 2005.

On the basis of a Report by the Comptroller and Auditor General¹ the Committee examined the progress made by the Department in implementing its challenging programme for reforming NHS dentistry. In particular we examined whether the significant risks identified in the report were being managed, including the mismatch between supply and demand for NHS services, primary care trusts’ ability to commission services, and variations in oral health.

We found that in areas with high levels of social deprivation there are relatively few dentists, while in more affluent areas many adult patients experience difficulties in registering for NHS treatment. The Department’s 2003 workforce planning exercise indicated a need for 1,000 new dentists and it has introduced various initiatives, including recruitment from abroad and increasing the number of dental training places, to tackle these access problems. The new contracting arrangements together with new guidance on dental recall periods, which recommends that recall periods should be based on clinical need (of between 3 and 18 months) rather than the standard recall period of six months, are also expected to increase dentists’ commitment and ability to provide additional NHS services.

¹ C&AG’s Report, Reforming NHS Dentistry: Ensuring effective management of risks (HC 25, Session 2004–05)
Indicators of oral health show that twelve year old children in England have lower levels of decay than their European neighbours, and an increasing percentage of five year old children have no dental decay. There are wide variations in oral health levels across the country however, with children in some parts of northern England having, on average, twice the level of decay of children in other parts of the country. Likewise adults in northern England are twice as likely to have no natural teeth as those in the south.

Dentists remain concerned that the proposed commissioning arrangements will still not release dentists from the “treadmill” of being paid for treatment provided rather than focusing on prevention. The delay in publishing the details of the revised patient charges regime, and the lack of experience in primary care trusts of commissioning dental services, add to concern about the NHS’s ability to implement the reforms effectively. Following the Committee of Public Accounts’ hearing, the Secretary of State for Health announced that the timetable for implementation would be delayed until April 2006 to enable public consultation on key aspects of the new proposals, and to allow Primary Care Trusts to prepare for their new roles.
Conclusions and recommendations

1. The Department has set itself an ambitious programme for reforming NHS dentistry. Some key milestones have been missed, and the planned introduction of the new base contract was deferred by six months, to October 2005. The Comptroller and Auditor General’s report drew particular attention to concerns that Primary Care Trusts lacked the necessary skills and resources to undertake their new commissioning responsibilities effectively. The Committee are extremely concerned that in this vital area of services to the public the Department required Primary Care Trusts to take over the management of the new contracting arrangements without ensuring that they had the necessary expertise and resources. The Department acknowledged that they needed even more time to implement the new contracting arrangements, and have now delayed their introduction for a further six months. They have also established a support team to provide advice and guidance on commissioning dental services. Primary Care Trusts will need to give high priority to developing sufficient expertise in dentistry if the Department is to meet its new target of April 2006.

2. The Department is proposing to move from patient charges for 400 different items of treatment, to a small number of price bands. This radical upheaval to the historical system of charging may have unintended consequences both for dentists’ willingness to provide treatment and for patients’ willingness to pay. The details of the new patient charges, which were submitted to Ministers in April 2004, are now to be the subject of public consultation in the summer 2005, followed by affirmative resolution. The Department will need to play close attention to the results of their consultation on dental charging if they are to emerge with a system which commands the assent of all parties. The charging system will also need to avoid creating incentives to offer private treatment to registered NHS patients at a lower cost than the NHS charge, leading to a fall in the costs recovered by the NHS from patient charges. The Committee is concerned that the time needed for the consultation and ministerial debate will leave little time for convincing dentists to agree to the new charges by April 2006. The Department will need to manage the risks inherent in this to prevent an exodus from the NHS at the eleventh hour.

3. Dentists will no longer have a financial incentive to try and collect debts from patients who fail to pay the correct NHS charges for the treatments they receive because, under the new system, dentists’ income is guaranteed for three years and is not dependent on the level of charge income. Primary Care Trusts will need to monitor outstanding debt to see whether dental practices are as rigorous in collecting payments under the new system as they were under the old system, and take appropriate action to ensure that similar levels of fee income per dentist are maintained.

4. The move away from a system where dentists are paid per item of treatment will mean that the Dental Practice Board will no longer be able to monitor dentists’ performance by collating information on treatments carried out. The Department has acknowledged the need to introduce alternative monitoring arrangements, and has revised the role of the Dental Reference Service accordingly. The new
arrangements being introduced by the Dental Reference Service will need to provide effective accountability arrangements, including clinical audit and evidence based quality assurance arrangements which monitor levels and quality of treatment.

5. **Indicators of oral health, which have tended to focus on children, show that children in England average lower levels of decay than their European neighbours, but with strong regional variations in the extent of dental decay in adults and children.** Children in some parts of northern England have on average twice the level of dental decay of children in some other parts of the country. Adults in northern England are twice as likely to have no natural teeth as those in the south.

6. **Poor oral health tends to be associated with social deprivation, and some deprived areas have relatively few dentists as it can be difficult to attract them to set up practices in these areas.** People in areas of social deprivation are likely to have greatest need for dental services but be least able to access them. The Department should consider whether initiatives such as using access centres and mobile dental units to target areas of need have been given a sufficiently high priority under the new system. Primary Care Trusts will need to use their new commissioning responsibilities for dentistry to influence dentists to provide NHS dental services in areas of greatest oral health need.

7. **The Department has not attempted to assess demand for NHS dentistry, although it estimates that currently there are about two million people who would like to register with an NHS dentist but are unable to do so.** Even in more affluent areas patients may experience difficulties registering for NHS treatments as dentists have reduced their commitment to NHS dentistry. If they are to commission dental services effectively, Strategic Health Authorities and Primary Care Trusts need to improve their understanding of both need and demand for local NHS dental services through modelling the requirements of their local health economies.

8. **Matching demand and supply of NHS dentists over the long term is dependent on the Department and Primary Care Trusts developing a clear understanding of dentists’ reasons for switching to PDS contracts in advance of the new contracting arrangements.** The Department should undertake a survey of dentists who have moved to the PDS contracts to understand more fully their reasons and determine whether the expected increase in commitment is being realised.

9. **England has one of the highest ratios of people to dentists of all the European Union and G7 countries, and in 2002 the Department estimated that in 2003 there would be a shortage of 1,850 dentists.** The shortfall in dentists is being met in the short term by international recruitment initiatives. In the long term the Department is increasing the number of dental training places by 25% and is quadrupling the number of dental therapist places. The Department needs to explore options for incentivising these additional dentists to commit to the NHS.

10. **The Prime Minister’s pledge that everyone should be able to see a NHS dentist by phoning NHS Direct requires up to date information on dentists’ capacity, but the data provided to NHS Direct by Primary Care Trusts is often out of date.** Moreover NHS Direct do not follow up to determine whether callers were successful in locating a suitable dentist. Primary Care Trusts need to work with their local NHS
Direct to develop a more accurate system of providing the necessary data. NHS Direct should introduce a feedback system so that it can track the accuracy and effectiveness of its advice.

11. The National Institute of Clinical Excellence’s 2004 advice on changing the dental recall period, from the 6 months used by most dentists to between 3–18 months depending on clinical need, should also help free up capacity. There is however a risk that the existing incentive for dentists to see their patients too often will be replaced by an incentive to reduce patient visits to below the optimum frequency for oral health. The Department should provide posters and leaflets to be displayed in dentists’ surgeries which explain the rationale for the change, so that patients understand any proposed variation in their recall period.

12. There is a lack of consensus on suitable measures of oral health. The new contract provides remuneration to dentists for meeting their patients’ oral health needs, so a common approach to monitoring oral health will be needed. The National Audit Office used an Oral Health Index devised by the University of Birmingham in preparing its report. The Department should consider adopting this index, or agree on a more suitable oral health measure.
1 Supply and demand for NHS dentistry services

1. Most dentists are not employed by the NHS. They are independent contractors running their practices as small businesses. Primary Care Trusts have no powers to compel dentists to take on NHS patients as they have for general medical practitioners. Traditionally NHS dentistry in England has been provided largely through the General Dental Service, the dental practices located throughout the country. They chose where to locate their premises and how much, if any, NHS treatment to provide. Since 1998, the Department of Health (Department) has been piloting Personal Dental Service contracts aimed at giving the NHS more influence over location of dentists and extent of NHS treatment.2

2. In 2002, the Department published its Options for Change report proposing a radical reform of NHS dental service in England which builds on the Personal Dental Services pilots. The “Options” paper suggested that any new system should be voluntary and would operate alongside the existing piece work system. In 2003, the Health and Social Care (Community Health and Standards) Act paved the way for major changes to dentistry. Each Primary Care Trust will be responsible for commissioning dental services “to the extent that it considers necessary to meet all reasonable requirements”. Dentists will be paid for delivering local contracts where they provide NHS dentistry to meet patients' oral health needs, rather than for each item of treatment. The Department initially set an April 2005 target date for implementation but, in response to consultation, announced in July 2004 that the changes would be implemented from October 2005. Subsequently the Secretary of State for Health announced that full implementation would be deferred until April 2006 but that in the meantime dentists will be encouraged to move over to a Personal Dental Services contract.3

3. As at September 2004 there were some 20,800 dentists working under the GDS and 3,500 under the PDS. In addition the NHS funds other dental services, and in 2003–04 two million patients were treated in hospital and community dental services (Figure 1). The net cost to the NHS of providing these dental services was some £1.8 billion, with £0.5 billion funded through patient charges.4

---

2 C&AG’s Report, HC 25, Session 2004–05, paras 2, 1.5
3 ibid, paras 3, 5–7; Ev 23–24
4 C&AGs Report, HC 25, Session 2004–05 paras 3, 1.18; Ev 25–28
Figure 1: The numbers of different types of NHS dentists

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of NHS dentistry</th>
<th>Number of dentists as at September 2004</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General Dental Service (GDS)</td>
<td>20,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Dental Service (PDS)</td>
<td>3,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital Dental Service</td>
<td>2,245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Dental Service</td>
<td>1,940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salaried Dental Service</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: 700 Personal Dental Service dentists also worked in the General Dental Service and some Community Dental Service dentists also worked in the Personal Dental Service

4. Figure 2 details some of the key facts about the current and proposed systems.

Figure 2: Key facts about NHS Dentistry

- There are around 21,000 dentists in primary care, more than in previous years, but many spend a lower proportion of their time on NHS work which has left some people unable to get the routine treatment they want on the NHS, unless they are prepared to travel.

- Some 17 million adults (45%) and 7 million children (62%) are registered with an NHS dentist. Between 1994 and 1998, adult registrations fell by 5 million but for the last few years have decreased only marginally.

- Everyone is entitled to see an NHS dentist for emergency or urgent treatment, whether registered or not.

- NHS dentists currently operating under the General Dental Services contract receive a capitation fee for each registered patient and a fee per each item of treatment.

- All treatment necessary to maintain oral health is available on the NHS, although some are only provided through the hospital dental service. Overall there are some 400 items of treatment.

- Patients liable for dental charges currently pay 80% of the dentist’s fee, ranging from £3.50 for one X-ray to £297.70 for a fixed brace. The maximum charge is £378 for one course of treatment. Full exemptions from fees apply to all patients under 18 years of age and expectant and nursing mothers; full remission of fees applies to adults in receipt of tax credits, job seekers allowance and income support. Additionally, some patients on low incomes are entitled to partial remission of fees.

- NHS treatment does not include purely cosmetic procedures such as tooth whitening. Complex tooth-coloured fillings on back teeth are generally not permitted, primarily because they are generally less reliable than silver amalgam.

- Some treatments are provided free to all patients. These include denture repairs, arrest of haemorrhage, removal of sutures, home visits and attendance to open the surgery in an emergency.

- From 2005–06 spending on NHS dentistry is set to increase with Primary Care Trusts set to receive an increased allocation of £250 million a year (a 19.3% increase over the equivalent spend in 2003–04).

- The NHS Workforce is set to increase by the equivalent of 1,000 dentists by October 2005. Some 3,500 dentist have already moved over to the Personal Dental Services contract and by April 2006 dentists will no longer be paid per item of treatment but will be paid an annual contract to provide treatment to patients on the basis of clinical need.
5. In 2003–04 17 million adults and 7 million children were registered with an NHS dentist, representing 45% of the adult population and 62% of children. Over the ten years to March 2004 the number of adults registered with the General Dental Service fell by 5.5 million (Figure 3). In areas with high levels of social deprivation there are relatively few dentists and consequently high levels of registration per dentist. In more affluent areas patients may experience difficulties registering for NHS treatment as dentists have reduced their commitment to the NHS.5

Figure 3: Fall in the number of adults registered with the General Dental Service of 5.5 million between April 1994 and March 2004

An increasing number of adults are unable to access routine dentistry services on the NHS

6. In order to access routine treatment such as check-ups on the NHS a patient must be registered with an NHS dentist. The Department acknowledged that in some parts of the country it was difficult to get registered with an NHS dentist and that it was not delivering guaranteed routine treatment to people across the country.6 The Department estimated that there were around two million people who needed to register with a NHS dentist but were currently unable to do so. Its intention was that all these people would be able to register by October 2005.7

7. In 1999 the Prime Minister pledged that by September 2001 anyone would be able to see a dentist just by phoning NHS Direct.8 The Department explained this pledge as meaning that anyone phoning NHS Direct could get urgent or emergency dental treatment, not that they could register with an NHS dentist.9 The Department told us that around 19,000 people ring NHS Direct each month to try and access emergency and urgent dental treatment, and that around 94% are referred to a dentist within a short distance from their

5 C&AG’s Report, para 1.14
6 Q 58
7 Qq 152, 155
8 C&AG’s Report, Executive Summary, para 12
9 Q 56
Primary Care Trusts have developed local distance standards between the location of a caller to a helpline and the location of the dentist recommended to them. For example, the local distance standards for Durham and Chester-le-Street are shown in Figure 4. The Department does not subsequently monitor whether the dentists to which these patients are referred provide treatment and therefore cannot say whether the Prime Minister’s pledge is being met.

**Figure 4: Local distance standards for Durham and Chester-le-Street Primary Care Trust**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Urban areas</th>
<th>Rural areas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Routine care</td>
<td>5 miles</td>
<td>Routine care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urgent care</td>
<td>15 miles</td>
<td>Urgent care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency care</td>
<td>15 miles</td>
<td>Emergency care</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Encouraging existing NHS dentists to increase or maintain their NHS commitment**

8. In the early 1990s, following cuts in fees, many dentists reduced their provision of NHS services and developed their private work. Since then the General Dental Services (GDS) per capita spending has increased by only 9% compared with a 75% increase in overall NHS funding per capita. Currently, around 66% of dentists do 70% or more of their work for the NHS. However, there is a wide variation in total gross fee that dentists earn from the NHS which reflects the amount of GDS work performed; a significant number of dentists now do relatively small amounts of GDS work. The percentage of dentists earning less than £50,000 in gross fee earnings from GDS work increased by two percentage points between 2002–03 and 2003–04 (Figure 5).
Figure 5: The distribution of gross NHS fee earnings for Principal Dentists in £50,000 bands in 2002–03 and 2003–04

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Percentage distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under £50,000</td>
<td>4,688</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£50,000 – £99,999</td>
<td>3,572</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£100,000 – £149,999</td>
<td>3,484</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£150,000 – £199,999</td>
<td>1,564</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£200,000 – £249,999</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£250,000 – £299,999</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over £300,000</td>
<td>335</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>14,449</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
Principal dentists are those who are contracted to provide general dental services and have worked for a full year.
The table excludes those dentists who worked for a body corporate, assistants and dentists on Vocational Training.

9. Dentists can earn more working in private practice than providing treatment for the NHS. For example, a dentist with a reasonable commitment to the GDS would have earned around £63,000 in 2002–03 after expenses whilst a dentist undertaking solely private work would have earned over £90,000. Both the Department and the British Dental Association told us that most dentists undertake private work because it allows them to move off a treadmill system of working and spend more time performing preventive work, rather than because of the additional money then can earn. The British Dental Association warned that unless those dentists currently offering NHS services in England could be persuaded to continue then there was a strong possibility of the almost total demise of the provision of dentistry on the NHS.

10. In July 2004 the Government announced that from 2005–06, there would be additional funding of £250 million a year for NHS dentistry, an increase of 19.3% compared with 2003–04 spending. The British Dental Association was concerned that the majority of this money would be used to fund the recruitment of additional dentists from overseas and the

13 Ev 25–28; C&AG's Report, Figure 5
14 Ev 28
15 Qq 10, 67
16 Q 58
17 C&AG's Report, Executive Summary, para 18
dentists’ annual pay review. Of the additional £250 million it estimated that only £60 million would be used for the expansion and growth of the existing service.\(^{18}\)

11. England has a ratio of 1 dentist to 2,276 people, which is one of the highest ratios of population to dentists of all the European Union and G7 countries. The Department considered that it was misleading to consider only the ratio of dentists to members of the population without considering other members of the dental team. The Department’s approach to workforce planning differs from some other countries, and in England a higher proportion of dental hygienists and dental nurses are employed as part of the dental team. There are however also shortages of dental hygienists, therapists and nurses in England which result in qualified dentists performing basic work which could be done by other dental professionals.\(^{19}\)

**Recruiting additional dentists**

12. The Department had undertaken some limited attempts at manpower planning in the 1980s which led to the closure of 80 dental training places. In July 2004 the Department published a workforce review based on analyses undertaken in 2001–02. The review concluded that in 2003 there was a shortage of 1,850 whole time equivalent dentists and that, without additional resources, by 2011 the shortfall would increase to between 3,640 and 5,100 dentists. There were also shortages of dental hygienists, therapists and nurses. If the dental schools had not been closed in the 1980s then an additional 960 dentists would have been trained to date.\(^{20}\)

13. The Department announced in July 2004 that it needed 1,000 additional whole time equivalent dentists to meet England’s short term dentistry needs. It has launched a return to NHS dentistry campaign and expects to recruit additional dentists from overseas, aiming to increase by the equivalent of 1,000 the numbers of dentists providing NHS treatments by October 2005.\(^{21}\) A first group of dentists from Poland have now arrived in England and started work in January 2005. Further tranches of Polish dentists will be starting work before October 2005, and the Department has also commenced recruitment in other countries including Spain, and Germany and India.\(^{22}\)

14. The additional dentists will be commissioned to provide NHS dentistry services in the areas of most need, though the Department recognised the risk that at the end of their contracts these dentists would transfer from providing NHS dentistry to more lucrative private practice. It intended to respond by making NHS dentistry more attractive.\(^{23}\)

15. To increase the supply of NHS dental services in the longer term, the Department is increasing the number of dental training places by 170 (a 25% increase) and quadrupling the number of dental therapist places. If the increase in the provision of NHS dentistry services accounted for by the additional training places and the dentists recruited from

\(^{18}\) Q 44

\(^{19}\) C&AG’s Report, para 1.41 and Figure 25; Q 160

\(^{20}\) C&AG’s Report, para 1.41; Q 159

\(^{21}\) C&AG’s Report, para 1.41; Qq 152–156

\(^{22}\) HC Deb 10 January 2005, cc 7–8 WS

\(^{23}\) Q 60
overseas is to be sustained, the Department needs to be able to demonstrate to dentists and other dental professionals that the NHS is an attractive place for them to work.\textsuperscript{24}
2 Risks associated with the proposed new contracting arrangements

16. Historically high street dentists who provide NHS treatments under the General Dental Service contract receive two main forms of payment: payment for each item of treatment they carry out on a piecework basis and, since 1990, a fee for each registered NHS patient. The piecework element of the funding comprises three quarters of General Dental Service funding.25 Many reports have argued for change, including reports from a previous Committee of Public Accounts (1984),26 the Health Select Committee (2001)27 and the Audit Commission (2002).28 Likewise, the Department and the profession were in agreement that the General Dental Service contract was outdated because it was entirely focused on treating patients, and placed dentists on a "treadmill" which encouraged them to carry out potentially unnecessary treatment to earn their fees. As the oral health of England’s population had improved, it had become necessary to move to a contract which gave a greater priority to the prevention of dental decay and gum disease.29

New ways of working and paying dentists

17. In 1998, fifteen Personal Dental Service pilots were established based on locally negotiated contracts between the then local health authority and one or more providers of dental services. Personal Dental Services are staffed by dentists who are paid salaries or funded through capitation arrangements rather than the piecework payment system. All of the pilots shared an objective to improve access to NHS dental and oral health services. The pilots showed that by paying dentists in different ways it was possible to maintain and increase their NHS commitment.30

18. In 2002, the Department published its Options for Change report which proposed a radical reform of NHS dental services in England, building on the Personal Dental Services pilots. Part of the motivation for introducing Options for Change was to explore different methods of remunerating dentists, although the original intention was that there was to be no sudden change in method. Models for remunerating dentists were to be made available in demonstration sites and, if successful, rolled out across the country. There was unlikely to be one method to fit all circumstances.31

19. However, with the publication of the Health and Social Care (Community Health and Standards) Act 2003 the Department moved to rolling out a single method for paying dentists which was to be introduced in April 2005. In July 2004 the Department stated that the new working arrangements would be deferred until October 2005 and in a written

---

25 C&AG’s Report, para 1.15
26 17th Report from the Committee of Public Accounts, National Health Service: General Dental Service (HC 111, Session 1984–85)
27 1st Report from the Select Committee on Health, Access to NHS Dentistry (HC 247, Session 2000–01)
28 Audit Commission Report, Primary Dental Care Services in England and Wales, September 2002
29 C&AG’s Report, paras 4, 1.48; Q 1; Options for Change, Department of Health, 6 August 2002
30 C&AG’s Report, para 1.63
31 ibid, para 6; Q 1
Ministerial Statement issued on the 10 January 2005 it was announced that the introduction would be further delayed until April 2006. Under the new approach all dentists working on a General Dental Service contract are now to move to a new base contract from April 2006. Dentists operating under the Personal Dental Service contracts will be able to continue to operate under these contracts for a three year period subject to any amendments needed to reflect expected changes in patient charges and monitoring arrangements. The Department has guaranteed that any practice that wishes to will be supported to move to a Personal Dental Service contract in advance of the introduction of the new April 2006 date.32

20. Since April 2004, partly due to uncertainty over the new base contract, an increasing number of dentists have moved over to Personal Dental Service schemes (Figure 6).33 In July 2004 over 1,500 dentists in more than 750 practices were working under Personal Dental Service contracts.34 By January 2005 this had increased to 3,500 dentists in 1,300 dental practices, and a further 500 practices had applications in the pipeline. Once those applications are approved around 20% of practices will be working under Personal Dental Service contracts.35 The Department has set a target of 25% of practices working under Personal Dental Service contracts by April 2005.36

Figure 6: Increase in dentists with Personal Dental Service contracts between October 1988 and January 2005

Source: NAO and Dental Practice Board

32 C&AG’s Report, paras 7, 2.6–2.10 and Figure 18; HC Deb 10 January 2005, cc 7–8 WS
33 C&AG’s Report, para 1.63
34 NHS Dentistry: Delivering change, Report by the Chief Dental Officer (England) July 2004
35 HC Deb 10 January 2005, cc 7–8 WS
36 Letter from the Chief Dental Officer (England), 21 February 2005, Gateway reference 4449
Differences between the Department and dentists on the new contracting arrangements

21. The new contracting arrangements require Primary Care Trusts to commission local dental services in response to local needs. Dentists will be paid for delivering local contracts rather than for each item of treatment. After entering into discussions with the Department about the nature of the new contract, the British Dental Association became concerned that dentists would have to meet targets for courses of treatment and, in October 2004, pulled out of discussions. Subsequent to the hearing the Department told us that they did not expect this setback to lead to any delay in the timetable for implementing the new arrangements as local negotiations were the key to progress.37

22. The Department intends that the introduction of the new base contract and changes in working practices will free up capacity within dental practices. For example, the National Institute for Clinical Excellence has recommended that the traditional six month recall period be replaced with the most appropriate recall period for individual patients, which could be up to two years in some cases.38 The Department wants dentists to use the spare capacity this could create to take on additional patients, thus increasing access to NHS dentistry. The British Dental Association told us that freed up capacity was an illusion. Dentists would be performing fewer items of treatment, such as fillings, but would spend more time with their existing patients explaining preventive methods which would help them to improve their oral health.39

The new system of patient charges

23. The NHS Dentistry Patient Charges Working Group made recommendations to Ministers about the simplified patient charges regime which will accompany the introduction of the new base contract in April 2004. The Department has not yet published details of the new charges. Dentists’ practices are essentially small businesses and the uncertainty surrounding the details of the new charging system is creating uncertainty and anxiety.40 At the hearing the Department said it was still considering the new charges and would ensure that details of the charges and the contract would be published in advance of October 2005. Since the hearing the Secretary of State for Health has announced his intention to delay the introduction of the new contract and patient charges regime until April 2006 and, in the summer of 2005, to publish for consultation the new regulations for commissioning of primary dental services and dental charging.41

24. Where dentists are no longer remunerated on a piecework basis activity levels typically fall by some 10%. Under the current system this would lead to a drop in income from patient charges. Furthermore, dentists no longer have a direct financial incentive to collect patient charges because, under the new system, their income is guaranteed for three years and there is a risk of dentists not providing the resources to undertake this work, of under

37 C&AG’s Report, para 2.6; Qq 1–3, 48–50
38 C&AG’s Report, para 2.16
39 Qq 5, 37–40
40 C&AG’s Report, para 2.17; Q 9
41 Q 54; HC Deb 10 January 2005, cc 7–8 WS
recording activity or offering NHS patients private treatment at reduced rates at a cost to the NHS. The Department guaranteed that that where patient charge revenue fell because of new ways of working, practices would not lose out financially. However it said that practices would continue to be financially liable for bad debts, and that those patients with outstanding bad debts who approached NHS Direct or their Primary Care Trust for assistance in finding NHS dental care would not necessarily be identified.42

25. Where income levels from patient charges fall the Department and the Primary Care Trusts will be responsible for making up the shortfall. The Patient Charges Working Group considered within its proposal how to devise a system that could raise the same proportion of service cost as the current system of patient charges. The Department believed it would be possible to introduce a far simpler system of patient charges which would be less onerous and bureaucratic for dentists to administer.43

Primary Care Trusts’ capacity to manage contracts with dentists’ practices

26. From October 2006 the NHS dentistry budget will be allocated to all Primary Care Trusts which will monitor the oral health of their populations and commission dentistry services based on local need. There will be a member of staff in each trust whose responsibility it will be to manage contracts with dentists.44 Although trusts have had previous experience of negotiating GP’s contracts, there is a significant risk that a lack of resources and experience of monitoring oral health and commissioning dental services within trusts will lead them to conduct ineffective negotiations with dental practices.45 Unless funds for dentistry are ring-fenced within trusts then there is a further risk that these funds will be diverted towards other priorities. The Department has established a support team to provide advice and guidance on commissioning to the trusts.46

27. With the introduction of the new contracting arrangements and the cessation of items of service claims for payment the monitoring presently used by the Dental Reference Service will be difficult to sustain. The Dental Practice Board has identified that in light of the reduction in the range of information that will be available; the balance of potential risks to public funds under the new arrangements is likely to be significantly different from that under the current arrangements. New approaches such as patient audit questionnaires, patient record checks and an expansion of checks on patient payment status are being developed in order to continue to provide the necessary assurance.47

42 C&AG’s Report, paras 1.62, 2.8, 2.35; Qq 1, 74
43 C&AG’s Report, para 2.34; Qq 3, 100
44 Q 80
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47 C&AG’s Report, paras 2.26–2.27, 2.37–2.38
3 Variations in oral health across England

28. Oral health measures, which tend to focus on children, show that England has comparatively good oral health when compared with the rest of Europe. 12 year olds have the best oral health in Europe whilst five year olds have the seventh best. Government dental health targets in England are set for five year olds, focusing on the number of decayed, missing or filled teeth and the proportion of children having no dental caries. The Government has made progress towards targets but has not yet achieved them. In 2003 outcomes of 59% of five year olds starting school with no tooth decay and five year olds having an average of 1.5 decayed, missing or filled teeth did not meet targets of 70% and one tooth respectively. Adult oral health has improved over the last 30 years and the percentage of adults with no teeth has fallen from 37% in 1968 to 12% in 1998. Despite the relatively good performance on oral health there are wide variations across the country. Children in some parts of Northern England have on average twice the level of dental decay of children in other parts of the country (Figure 7) and adults in Northern England are twice as likely to have no natural teeth as those in the south.48
Figure 7: The average number of dental caries experienced by five year old children in England and Wales

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average Caries</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 - 0.5</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.51 - 1.0</td>
<td>40.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.01 - 1.50</td>
<td>41.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;1.51</td>
<td>17.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Dental Practice Board

A standard measure for oral health

29. England has a relatively high ratio of people to dentists compared with the rest of Europe and yet has the best oral health figures for 12 year olds. Oral health is known to be affected by many factors including smoking, diet, availability of fluoride through toothpaste and water fluoridation, dental care and oral health education. There is lack of knowledge about the direct effect of each factor, however, and further research is required as to why England has a comparatively good oral health record despite its relative shortage of dentists. Research is also required on how to alleviate social and regional variations in performance.

30. Whilst there is agreement between the Department and the profession that NHS dental services should be more focused towards preventive care than has been the case in the past, there is disagreement amongst the dental profession about what a suitable measure of oral health would be. If the remuneration system for dentists is to reward dentists for improving the oral health of their population then a consistent method for assessing oral

49 Q 160; C&AG's Report, para 1.24 and Figure 27
50 Q 41; C&AG's Report, para 1.23
health needs to be identified and applied. In their Report, *Reforming NHS Dentistry: Ensuring Effective Management of Risks*, the National Audit Office used an oral health index devised by Birmingham University.

31. The Department needs data to support detailed research on oral health. Under the current system the Dental Practice Board provides extensive dental health information to the public and professionals. It also approves payment applications and calculates and transfers payments to dentists who undertake NHS treatments. As a result of the introduction of the new contract and the cessation of payment per item of treatment, the Board will no longer be able to collect the same type of data. As a result the Dental Practice Board has work in progress to develop new methods of monitoring, based on examining clinical effectiveness of treatment provided and the clinical performance of dentists.\(^{51}\)
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REPORT BY THE COMPTROLLER AND AUDITOR GENERAL:

Department of Health—Reforming NHS Dentistry: Ensuring effective management of risks (HC 25)

Witness: Dr Lester Ellman, Chairman of the General Dental Practice Committee, examined.

Q1 Chairman: Good afternoon. Welcome to the Committee of Public Accounts. I am sorry for the late start due to there being two divisions in the House, and there may be further divisions later on this afternoon. We are looking this afternoon at the Department of Health—Reforming NHS Dentistry: Ensuring effective management of risks. Effectively we will be looking at the new contract that the government is trying to negotiate with dentists. We noticed in the Press last week that the British Dental Association has broken off negotiations with the government for the time being on this new contract, and we read comments by Dr Lester Ellman, who is the Chairman of the General Dental Practice Committee of the British Dental Association, and we thought it was only right and fair to give him the chance to come along this afternoon to tell us why the BDA has broken off discussions with the government, Dr Ellman.

Dr Ellman: Thank you very much. Can I just take you back a fraction to where we started this process? The original process started as a result of the Options for Change document that was published in 2002, which the BDA and the government endorsed, and said that this was a process that ought to be undertaken. The concept was that the existing scheme of things, in the way that general dental services are supplied and provided to patients, was probably, to some extent at any rate, outmoded because it is essentially the same concept that was begun in 1948 with the inception of the Health Service. There have been some tweaks to it and some changes in the contract, notably in 1990, but essentially it is still the same contract. The basis of that contract is entirely treatment focused. In other words, you do some treatment and you get paid for doing the treatment. That is how dentists operate normally in the High Street. It was thought that because of improving dental health and oral health generally that there ought to be a movement towards a more prevention and patient-orientated treatment modality. That is from where we started. The concept of Options for Change was to explore the possibilities of how this may be done, accepting the fact that in different areas of the country there are different problems. Some areas have many patients with high needs, some have a lot less because that is the way things are and that is the way it goes. So it was accepted that there needed to be some experimentation in changing what happened and how things worked, and that there would not necessarily be a one-size fits all sort of pattern. With that in mind Options for Change was launched as an idea to explore these possibilities, and the concept was to try them out in different areas and to evaluate and to define them and then to roll out what was found to be most suitable for any one particular set of circumstances at different points around the country. The action disappeared, in reality, with the activation of the Health and Social Care Act, November last year, when in fact the plan then was to move it all forward at quite a pace. So the BDA then entered talks with the Department with the concept of finding a way forward that would be acceptable to dentists. In the interim the fairly acute shortage of dentists on high streets became much more apparent. It has been apparent for a little while but it has become more apparent and the difficulties with which you are familiar, of finding access for patients to get NHS dental care, became more acute and more publicised by various different things that went on in the media. So this brought the focus into a slightly different position. Nevertheless, when we started the talks with the Department of Health the concepts were still ones of a high trust atmosphere, getting the dentists off the treadmill of Item of Service, which is the piecework system I described earlier, and is called Item of Service, and that no
dentists would be disadvantaged by the changes. Eventually a three-year pay warranty was promised by the government, that any dentists who move into the new sphere and way of working would be guaranteed that their gross earnings, that is—

Q2 Chairman: I should say, Dr Ellman, that we do have the report in front of us, we know all this. We are very grateful for you to be here but time is pressing. Why have you broken off negotiations with the government?

Dr Ellman: Because we really do not find the promises that I was talking about are going to be enacted, shall I say, in what we think is going to be the new proposed contract. So we do not think that the contract that has been proposed to us moves away from a treatment-focused, product-focused system into one that gives a lot more time for patients and a lot more choice for patients.

Q3 Chairman: So why is that? Is it because as negotiations went through it became clear to you that you were going to carry on being paid just for individual treatment? Is there what it is for? You explained that your total income is going to be guaranteed so it is not a question of your total income, it is a question of you wanting to get off the treadmill of having to treat all these patients and being paid purely for each individual treatment, and as negotiations went through it was clear to you that that was going to remain the same, was it?

Dr Ellman: It is clear that that is basically going to remain the same. There are slight differences. Instead of getting paid per individual item of treatment the proposal seems to be that there will be targets for treatment that you have to do related to “courses of treatment” as opposed to individual items. Essentially there is not that much difference between the two systems, and our dentists, when we told them about it on 1 October, pointed out that as far as they were concerned it was essentially another treadmill.

Q4 Chairman: Do you think that more dentists are going to go private as a result; that there will be less NHS dentistry?

Dr Ellman: I am afraid that that may well happen because what we do know is from our surveys of dentists who do move to private, to a greater or lesser extent, then what they do it for is not money, it is in order to spend more time with their patients and to be able to improve the quality of their care.

Q5 Chairman: Do you think there is going to be an impact on patient charges, assuming this new contract goes ahead?

Dr Ellman: Patient charges is something I cannot comment on in a direct sense because although I was part of the working party that submitted the report to the Ministers from Harry Cayton’s Group we have no idea really what is going to come out at the other end. So we have no announcement about patient charges and that makes it awfully difficult to evaluate proposals for the contract anyway because they are actually tied to possible patient charges.

Q6 Mr Steinberg: How much does a dentist in the NHS earn?

Dr Ellman: Take home pay or gross?

Q7 Mr Steinberg: Tell us both.

Dr Ellman: About £60,000 take home pay.

Q8 Mr Steinberg: Very hard up. How much do they earn in the private sector?

Dr Ellman: Not very much more, in general about the same sort of money.

Q9 Mr Steinberg: Long before discussions regarding the contracts had broken down huge numbers of dentists had left the NHS. So the idea that because the contracts had broken down means that there are more dentists leaving the NHS does not seem to hold water to me. You cannot get a dentist for love nor money; what is the reason for that?

Dr Ellman: Two reasons really. One is that there is a tremendous shortage of dentists, and the accelerated move away from NHS to some extent is more the reverse, that the NHS has moved away from them in so far as the uncertainty is causing great problems for them. They are all small businessmen; they all run a business.

Q10 Mr Steinberg: Dr Ellman, I would put it to you that it has nothing to do with some of the arguments you have been putting forward. I was talking to a dentist recently and he confirmed what you said about an NHS dentist, confirmed between £50,000 and £60,000 a year. What he did not confirm was what you said to me, but he said he can earn between £100,000 and £150,000 a year when he goes private.

So this frankly is rubbish that they earn the same and is misleading the Committee, in my view. The reason why they are leaving the NHS and leaving patients in despair is because they are going private and taking private patients, and they do not give a monkey’s about their patients—they just take them off their lists and leave them, and if they cannot afford dentistry they do not get it. What we should be doing is saying that if you are trained by the NHS you work in the NHS and if you want to train to work in the private sector then train yourself and pay for yourself.

Dr Ellman: That is a viewpoint and I cannot argue with what you think you have been told. We have done our surveys and our surveys do not show that dentists earn that much more by going private. Most of them go private, when they do, in order to be able to spend more time with their patients and to make prevention much more of their life.

Mr Steinberg: Dr Ellman, I do not want more time with my dentist, I want less time with my dentist—I would rather do anything than go to the dentist. All I know is that when I want to go to the dentist and I have toothache I want it putting right, and if I have a bad tooth I want it taken out. I do not want more time with my dentist, sitting chatting in the seat and giving me a service like that. What I want is treatment done on my teeth and out, and frankly I think it is hypocritical what you are saying, to be quite honest, in terms of putting all the emphasis on
the government. I have no time for both of these last two governments who have clearly destroyed the NHS dentistry service, and it is an absolute disgrace the way we are today. That is not just this government, the last government as well—they have both destroyed it. But do not come and tell us that the dentists are all altruistic—they are not altruistic at all; what they are doing is looking for the biggest amount of money that they can make and that is why they are going into private practice. Thank you, Chair.  

Chairman: Mr Trickett.

Q11 Jon Trickett: I want to follow on, really. Is it not possible to argue that it might well be in your interests to ensure that there is a breakdown in the negotiations since you yourself personally represent large numbers of dentists who have migrated away from the NHS into private practice? Is it not arguable—and some people would argue—that it is in your commercial interests to ensure that there is a breakdown in negotiations?  

Dr Ellman: No, it is not. Let us be absolutely clear. I represent a lot of dentists, 20,000 dentists, most of whom work for some or part of their time or all of their time for the NHS, most of whom will be much happier working with the NHS for a large proportion of their time. They do not particularly want to move away from the NHS, what they want to achieve is a service that befits the 21st century and which allows them to spend the time with their patients and to get off this treadmill of running around when you have the average dentist seeing something like 50 patients per day, every day—that is a heck of a load to carry. Despite what your colleague said, many, many of our patients do want to have the time, they do not want to be treated as a “mouth on legs”, if I may phrase it that way; they want that personal touch.  

Q12 Jon Trickett: You are the manager, I daresay, of a number of staff, and if more money was given to you to pay your staff you would not want that money necessarily to go simply in wage rises and the same number of dental treatments being made as were done previously and the money was simply going in the wage inflation. You would want to see more episodes, more balances for your book. Is it not reasonable for the government, which is putting billions of pounds into the NHS and hundreds of millions of pounds into dentistry, to say to you, “If we are going to inject large amounts of money we have to have management systems in place and possibly incentive systems too, which secure more payment treatments and more people being treated through the NHS, rather than simply more money going to the dentists for them to treat less people.” You are arguing to give more time to each person, but from the government’s point of view the objective must be to increase the number of patient episodes with the money, rather than it simply to go into that. So looking at the argument of your own practice and any other persons who are the same, is it not right that they want to introduce a contract which actually secures output? Because you are clearly arguing against an output orientated budgetary system, are you not?  

Dr Ellman: I am, purely because in the long-term if you change the focus of practice in towards prevention you encourage patients to help themselves to improve their oral health.  

Q13 Jon Trickett: How does that help?  

Dr Ellman: That in reality will produce long-term gains because you need less treatment if you can get somebody to actually do the things that they are supposed to do, which we believe are right, that are proven to be right. For instance, if we spent some time teaching you how to make a toothbrush work effectively—and this is not me knocking patients for not brushing, it is how you get the best out of that—then you reduce the amount of gum disease, you reduce the amount of dental decay and your reduce the amount of treatment, therefore, that is required. So on a longer-term basis that produces a much better value for money return, especially as we know that the introduction of fluoride possibly coming along further will help immensely. We now have young people—particularly young people—whose dental health is very, very much better than, say, my age group were at comparable age, and that needs to be maintained.  

Jon Trickett: You have not convinced me that you counter proposing a system which would give the accountability, which must come with additional money, which will improve upon what the government has proposed, which I do not think is particularly attractive either, but I will hand it over.  

Chairman: Mr Sheridan.

Q14 Jim Sheridan: Dr Ellman, I notice that you qualified in Glasgow in 1964.  

Dr Ellman: I did.  

Q15 Jim Sheridan: An area of high level of deprivation and high dependency on the NHS during those years, and I noticed in response to the Chair you said that there are variations in various parts of the country in terms of dental care and lack of dental care, and I think you then just dismissed that as we are where we are, so to speak. Can I say to you, Dr Ellman, that I have anecdotal evidence of a Member of Parliament in this House who raised the exact same question that Mr Steinberg has already raised, and she was told, in an anonymous letter—an anonymous letter—that if she continued with her argument about funding for NHS, people trained in the NHS on the back of the NHS, that this dentist would withdraw all services to NHS patients. Is that responsible?  

Dr Ellman: I think that is very rare. Let me just illustrate a little more. Most of the dentists that I know will always treat children and the socially deprived, if I might say that, on the NHS, certainly in the areas I deal with. Mr Steinberg is shaking his head, and I cannot tell you what is happening in his locality, but by and large that is what happens and by and large dentists do have quite a strong social
conscience and feel that they ought to be able to particularly look after those who are unable to look after themselves in that way.

Q16 Jim Sheridan: So if someone who is deprived, or a child or the elderly, goes along to a dentist and says, "I cannot afford to pay you but can you give me treatment?" you are telling me that the dentist will say, "I am a kind soul and I will do it for nothing"?

Dr Ellman: No, they do not; they do it on the National Health Service as National Health Service patients and in fact in most of the practices that I deal with in Manchester, where I am based, as far as I am aware they all treat children and exempt adults on the National Health Service.

Q17 Jim Sheridan: You have not answered my question. If people like us ask legitimate questions about dentists, about how they are funded, how they train and how they operate, and they then come back with an anonymous letter saying, "If you keep up this kind of argument I personally am going to withdraw NHS services from your constituents," they do not even have the bottle to put their name to letters, that is the kind of people I am talking about, not the altruistic dentist who says, "Come in, I want to spend some time talking to you," but "Come in, I want to get your money," that is what they are saying.

Dr Ellman: I think that is a very rare occurrence. I am sorry that somebody has done that because I think that is rather sad and not something I would like to see. But to deal with the capacity issue—and this is a tremendous issue—there is not that much spare capacity in the service at all because we are very short of dentists.

Chairman: Mr Williams.

Q18 Mr Williams: You referred to children’s teeth and we have this table 23, which shows that England has the best record of all 18 European countries in relation to children aged 12. You do not disagree with that?

Dr Ellman: No, it is a matter of record.

Q19 Mr Williams: Why then do we set our targets at age five if it is doing so well? Why do we pick that age as opposed to the 12, and how do you explain this magic reversal between the figures that are claimed at five and the achievement that this falling dentistry service in the UK is able to achieve by the age of 12?

Dr Ellman: You are not comparing like with like. The teeth of a five-year-old are deciduous, that is they are lost when the child is around eight or nine. The teeth of a 12-year-old are relatively new and we would not expect, therefore, to see an advanced level of decay.

Mr Williams: You referred to fluoride. I would warn you that I am no enthusiast of fluoride. We had it quoted when there was a debate on fluoride in the House of Commons that 67% of the British public support fluoride and that is also used in an official publication on behalf of dentists and Health people we have in the room. That means that 33%—20 million people—who do not want it have to be forced on. Do you think that is justified?

Dr Ellman: I think it is not an argument that I really want to enter into because I am not an expert on that either.

Q20 Mr Williams: I do because you are pushing fluoride.

Dr Ellman: I did not push it actually, forgive me, I merely mentioned it.

Q21 Mr Williams: You are stoking it down people’s throats.

Dr Ellman: It isn’t being pushed and not by me, and that is a different argument again.

Q22 Mr Williams: Why is it not being pushed by you?

Dr Ellman: Because I am not sure that I know enough about it really and I am not a scientist on fluoridation. One thing we do know is that when you compare fluoridated areas with non-fluoridated areas the general decay levels in fluoridated areas are considerably lower than in non-fluoridated areas and from that viewpoint, if no other, that is beneficial.

Chairman: This is a very interesting conversation but we do not want to spend too long on it because we have a long afternoon thinking about this contract.

Mr Williams: I know when I am being told off!

Chairman: Mr Jenkins.

Q23 Mr Jenkins: Dr Ellman, I do not want to talk about the present situation and how much dentists earn and how much they do not earn and how many days they work, I think that is not relevant to what we are talking about and discussing now. What is relevant is the way forward and I thought the answer you gave about output is quite good because what we want to move from is a movement of output in so far as how many fillings and how the piecework system works to an output of oral health. So if we have that as a starting point, would you say that if we developed a system where the number of patients—and roughly saying that a dentist has to look after 3,000 patients on his books, like a doctor—and his or her job was to ensure the oral health of the 3,000, plus they have to leave some time aside for emergency work, people walking in off the streets and so on, then we should be looking at a reduction in that 3,000 over time of fillings, scales, examination, et cetera, and therefore the extra is likely to build up to a greater number of individuals they are looking after. So if that is the purpose and the outcome that we desire what is the problem? If you are there to monitor and safeguard the health of people—and we have one of the best records in Europe, so we have been doing a good job in the main—where is the difficulty since we all seem to have a common objective? So it is in the detail and the detail must be hammered out in negotiations. So where did you feel the Department has moved away
from it to a level where we are not moving down the same track but they are on a tangent to you? What was their point?

Dr Ellman: Can I say that I agree entirely with what you said, in that the reduction in the number of fillings and the like should occur if we get the prevention orientation correct, and that was one of the points I was trying to make. That was where we thought we started from just about a year ago because a year ago, in our discussions with the Department, the concept was one of caring for, in exactly the way you mentioned, a tranche of patients, as we have done before, and looking after them in, for want of a better phrase, “an holistic manner” to try to do this. It is that concept that the Department have latterly decided to move away from by moving towards a treatment-focused sort of concept again.

Q24 Mr Jenkins: Would you accept that if we are putting in public money it has to be accountable to some degree? So if we were to pay a person, like any dentist, X, Y or Z and say, “We have 3,000 patients, you look after those 3,000 patients”, and if at the end of a two-year period we found that he or she had done no work on those 3,000 patients you would be totally flabbergasted, would you not? You would think that this is appalling, that the health of those patients had suffered. So there must be a monitoring process. So if the Department’s monitoring process were historically based on the number of courses of work that is not acceptable. What would be your alternative as to what would be acceptable, because the difficulty I have is that the PCTs are going to move away from by moving towards a treatment-focused sort of concept again.

Dr Ellman: First of all, let me agree with you that monitoring is an essential aspect. This is public money, I am well aware of the fact. Therefore, it is not unreasonable that we are accountable for what we do with it. I have no objection in direct terms to monitoring courses of treatment, but I do have objections when you have to say to somebody, “You have to do X number of courses of treatment in order to get your money,” because that is not the concept; the concept is to change treatment modality so that we orientate away from invasive treatment and toward prevention.

Chairman: Can you make this the last one because we have Sir Nigel Crisp waiting to come in?

Q25 Mr Jenkins: If the dentist can say to the NHS, “Look, I have 3,000 patients, I treat those 3,000 patients, I have increased their oral health. If you are not satisfied come and take a sample of those patients and see what I am doing wrong because they do not need the course of work that you are going to pay for, they need oral health.” That is the breakdown, is it not, at the moment?

Dr Ellman: Yes, that is where it is broken, and I would agree with you that they need oral health, and it is oral health gain that we are talking about because inevitably oral health gain should lead to a reduction in treatments and a better value for money for the Health Service in the slightly longer-term.

Chairman: Mr Bacon.

Q26 Mr Bacon: Dr Ellman, this shortage of dentists, you mentioned that you represented 23,000?

Dr Ellman: 20,000.

Q27 Mr Bacon: Is that pretty much all the dentists in the UK?

Dr Ellman: It is the BDA’s members across the UK.

Q28 Mr Bacon: How many dentists do we have altogether and how many do we need?

Dr Ellman: In England and Wales we have about 19,000 who work part-time or full-time—it varies—with the NHS. The University of Bath did a study not long ago which said they reckoned we would need another 5,200. They have revised it recently and said it was slightly more, but let us stick with that sort of figure at the moment.

Q29 Mr Bacon: Only in NHS or in total?

Dr Ellman: In total because dentists usually work between the two things.

Q30 Mr Bacon: Would you agree that the fact there is such a shortage of dentists is prima facie evidence that they are not being paid a huge amount in the way that Mr Steinberg suggested? Presumably if everyone could do so much better at it there would be more people coming into dentistry than there are?

Dr Ellman: First of all, you have to go back a little way to the late 1980s. Somebody did some manpower planning that was subsequently proved to be inaccurate so a couple of dental schools were closed in early 90s.

Q31 Mr Williams: 1987.

Dr Ellman: The mistake that we made, I suppose, was made by the profession and the government, was that we did not revisit to see whether we had got that one right or not until very recently; it is only recently that the manpower report was published, in about July.

Q32 Mr Bacon: Is it true that there are some dentists earning six figure salaries, in the way that Mr Steinberg suggested and, if so, how many of them?

Dr Ellman: I suppose there must be because there are some who spend their whole lives doing lots and lots of cosmetic work and the like. That will inevitably attract a different sort of fees structure. That is not what we are talking about really.

Q33 Mr Bacon: You think that those sort of income levels are a minority?

Dr Ellman: Very much a minority.

Q34 Mr Bacon: In your letter of 7 December to Martin Sturges, you referred to the principles, which we discussed with you, and you say that the base contract which the Department wishes to offer “contains many elements which diametrically
oppose the advice we have offered to you and is at complete variance with the ‘principles’ which we discussed with you . . .”. Are these principles the same as these five drivers for change?

**Dr Ellman:** Not dissimilar.

Q35 Mr Bacon: What are the principles referred to in this letter?

**Dr Ellman:** I cannot remember. There was a whole list and I do not have that with me. Basically they are about the concept of getting off the treadmill and changing the treatment focus to one of prevention orientation and things of similar nature.

Q36 Mr Bacon: In the National Audit Office Report it warns, in paragraph 2.29, “While freed up capacity could be used to help meet access problems, dentists may choose to spend more time with existing patients, rather than take on new patients.” Basically, you are saying that is what you would like to do, is it not?

**Dr Ellman:** That is what the government said they would like us to do.

Q37 Mr Bacon: I am asking you if you think that dentists should spend more time with existing patients.

**Dr Ellman:** Yes.

Q38 Mr Bacon: Rather than take on new patients. Let me read the quote again. The warning from the National Audit Office is, “While freed up capacity could be used to help meet access problems, dentists may choose to spend more time with existing patients, rather than take on new patients.” I am asking you, you are basically saying that dentists should spend more time with existing patients rather than take on new patients, are you not? That is what you are saying.

**Dr Ellman:** Can I just answer it slightly differently and say, the first thing—

Q39 Mr Bacon: I would rather you answered it in my way.

**Dr Ellman:** Freed up capacity, can we just deal with that one and I will come back to the rest of it, I promise? Freed up capacity is an illusion because if you are changing treatment modalities, what you are doing is saying that in terms of numbers of fillings that you are doing it falls compared to the existing system. But you are not really comparing like with like because what actually happens is that if I spend more time teaching you how to clean your teeth I am still occupying my time but hopefully not having to perform quite as many fillings as I did under the pre-existing system that is still excellent for people in general dental services. So, yes, I do want dentists to be able, where they feel it is necessary, to spend more time with patients in order to improve their oral health and reduce their incidence of gum disease and decay and helping them to help themselves.

**Chairman:** Thank you, you have made that very clear. Mr Field.

Q40 Mr Field: I asked my dentist to brief me for today’s meeting and he gave me the figures on dentists’ income. He gave me that 44% of dentists earn between £100,000 and £149,000 and 19% earned over £150,000 a year, and it would be possible to check from the Tax Returns how much of that would be private work and how much of that would be NHS.

**Dr Ellman:** Can I pick something up on that because I think the figures that you have are probably accurate but they are actually turnover figures, they are not take home pay figures. From those figures you normally have to deduct the money that you paid for rent and staff and materials and laboratory costs, and so on, which notionally comes to 56.1%. So in other words you can reckon that the balance of that, which is 43.9%, of those figures would be their take home pay on average.

**Mr Field:** But we have 1,000 new dentists from Eastern Europe and the advert shows that they are being offered jobs at £30,000 a year, which for them at the moment is beyond the dreams of avarice, and you are advocating that dentists should then sit down and chat to us about oral health, are you not—this making a difference? If we look at the causes about whether we have, in this area, good health or bad health, is not the first determinant hereditary? The second is smoking; thirdly is about stresses; fourthly about oral hygiene. If we are really trying to make a real difference in the state of people’s dental health three of the big factors are outside what the new contract is geared to get doctors to do, which is to chat to us about cleaning our teeth. They are important matters but they are not the really big ones, are they, to change the state of dental health in this country?

Q41 Chairman: Keep your answer to focus on the contract, please. How are we going to change things?

**Dr Ellman:** There is a strong movement by the dentists to combat smoking and they do advise patients not to smoke in order to reduce their gum disease levels because there is a tie between the two. They do advise patients on diet control, which is also part of their job, as well as tooth brushing and the like. So the whole thing goes as a composite, as you rightly said. It is not just one item, you cannot pick it out. This is in a way where I was coming from before, talking about the quality of care that we want to offer. I think that British dentists do a jolly good job in the broadest terms, but that does not mean we have to be complacent and we cannot move forward.

Q42 Mr Williams: Just a factual question, and you may not know the answer and you may be the wrong person to ask. You referred to the closure of the Edinburgh and London dental schools and there were losses of other places around the country at the same time. Do you happen to know or does NAO happen to know how many dental training places were lost as a result of that process?

**Dr Ellman:** I am sorry, I do not know.

**Mrs Taylor:** The figure is available but I do not have it here, but the Department can supply it.
Mr Williams: That would be very helpful.

Q43 Chairman: Thank you for coming in, Dr Ellman; you have been generous to come in. Is there anything that you are dying to say to us before you leave? Anything in the 35 minutes that you have been here that you think you have missed out?

Dr Ellman: The government has put in some £250 million into frontline dentistry and it sounds a very exciting figure, until you analyse it, and that figure means that if you have 1,000 new dentists who will earn roughly £140,000 to £150,000 gross—and that is the figure I was talking to you about—then that would take about £140 million to £150 million out of that £250 million, leaving about £100 million, just for round figures, from which this year’s Doctors and Dentists’ Review Body pay award needs to be removed, which, if it is about 3%, which is possible—2% to 3%—will take out another £40 million. That will leave comparatively little for expansion and growth of the existing service, and one of the things that we desperately need to do is to encourage the dentists who are in the service to remain in the service and those who were thinking of moving out of the service not to move out of the service because otherwise—and I have been pleading this for ages—the whole service will collapse effectively to a greater extent than it is now. Personally I would—and I know the British Dental Association would and most of our dentists would—be devastated to see the almost total demise of the National Health Service and I really make a strong plea in that direction.

Q44 Chairman: Which you think is a possibility?

Dr Ellman: It think it is a very strong possibility, unfortunately, and I am very sad about that.

Chairman: Thank you very much for coming to see us. We will now invite Sir Nigel to join us.

Witnesses: Sir Nigel Crisp KCB, Permanent Secretary for the Department of Health and Chief Executive of the National Health Service, Professor Raman Bedi, Chief Dental Officer for England and Professor Aidan Halligan, Deputy Chief Medical Officer for England, examined.

Q45 Chairman: We are now joined by our witnesses from the Department of Health, Sir Nigel Crisp, who is the Permanent Secretary and NHS Chief Executive, and we are sorry that you were ill last week.

Sir Nigel Crisp: Thank you for the courtesy of holding off the Committee. I had lost my voice so I would have been an even worse witness than normal!

Q46 Chairman: Professor Raman Bedi, who is Chief Dental Officer for England and Professor Aidan Halligan, who is Deputy Chief Medical Officer for England. We are very grateful to you. I do not know if you heard the evidence of Dr Ellman because you were outside?

Sir Nigel Crisp: Two of us did not, no.

Q47 Chairman: Would one of you answer this question? What Dr Ellman has told us is that he has now broken off negotiations, and the timetable for reforming NHS dentistry is on page 39 of the Comptroller and Auditor General’s Report, at figure 19. Clearly this timetable is not now going to be met. We would like to know what has gone wrong. What Dr Ellman has said, to paraphrase it, is that it was the hope—and I think it was the hope of you, Sir Nigel, as well—that dentists would get off the treadmill, as they call it, and they would have a more holistic nature to their job and they could look at the general oral health of their patients, and that became clear to them as this contract was going through that that was not going to be the case, and that is why they have broken off negotiations, and effectively they would still be on this treadmill. So what has gone wrong?

Sir Nigel Crisp: Let me pick up on that point. Firstly, obviously, we were surprised and disappointed that they decided not to attend the talks this week. I think there are three relevant points here, which means that this is not absolutely crucial for us implementing the timetable. The first one is that they made it clear right from the start that they were not involved in negotiations; that they were happy to talk to us about the framework contract but that that was not going to be the case, and that is why they have broken off negotiations, and clearly that became clear to them as this contract was going through that that was not going to be the case, and that is why they have broken off negotiations, and effectively they would still be on this treadmill. So what has gone wrong?

Q48 Chairman: If I may interrupt you there, because I think this is quite an important point.

Sir Nigel Crisp: It is.

Q49 Chairman: Useful discussions but not negotiations, but this is a fairly crucial organisation, which we were just told represents most, if not all, of NHS dentists in England and Wales. They just walked out of these friendly discussions. Is there any chance that this timetable is going to be met?

Sir Nigel Crisp: Yes. Shall I carry on?

Q50 Chairman: Yes.

Sir Nigel Crisp: The point therefore means that the negotiations actually need to be done at a local level. So that is the point, that we cannot negotiate at national level—although we can talk about it and get a framework we cannot negotiate to a national
level, and we will therefore negotiate locally. The two other very important points, if I may, are firstly—\(^1\)

**Q51 Chairman:** Can I just stop you there? You think that you may have more success locally than you do nationally?

**Sir Nigel Crisp:** I think the evidence, as again this report makes clear, is that now we are getting up to about 20% of dentists who are taking up or applying to take up what is called the Personal Dental Services, which is essentially the same framework as the new contract. So we actually have a number of areas—and it is Mr Field’s area, for example—where most of the dentists are already on the Personal Dental Service and are very happy to negotiate. So those negotiations are taking place with that 20% moving in that direction, and we expect that to increase.

**Mr Field:** Only 60% of those in Wirral actually have NHS treatment. So although you say we are a pioneering place, here in the pioneering area 40% have not got NHS treatment and part of the Wirral is very rich. I could not get the figures from the PCT in my area, which is relatively poor.

**Q52 Chairman:** Let Sir Nigel Crisp carry on.

**Sir Nigel Crisp:** The third point I would want to make is that, as I understand it, the basic difference is that with the new contract what we are doing is moving to a more appropriate way of treating people, which is more preventative orientated, which will see less intervention. That will release a dividend in terms of dentists’ time. What we have said throughout the process is that the first 11 days of that would leave with the dentists for their professional development, for ensuring that we have got quality, clinical governance and so on, but over and above that we would expect to use the rest of that dividend, as we have done with the Personal Dental Service pilots, to treat more patients and have more access. I think what Dr Ellman is suggesting is that we want the whole of that area for treating more patients. We do not. We want to make sure that there is good quality treatment, professional time, 11 days we think is pretty generous, and in addition to that we want, as the NAO says in its Report, to make sure that in this change we get some benefit for patients in terms of additional patients having access as a result of this process, which is what we are getting through the PDS pilots. I am disappointed that the BDA have decided not to continue talking to us but, as it was not a negotiation, we can carry on and we will have negotiations with people locally and we would not expect the timetable to slip.

**Q53 Chairman:** Can I ask you about patient charging as referred to in paragraph 2.17 of the Report on page 32? Would you explain why you delayed announcing the details of these new charges?

**Sir Nigel Crisp:** We are still considering the new charges and we will be making sure that before October 2005, which was the deadline that you referred to earlier, we have the new patient charges out and the framework contract that we want PCTs to negotiate within.\(^2\)

**Q54 Chairman:** Would it be a fair criticism of you that you have effectively removed yourself from providing NHS treatment to new patients in some deprived areas of this country, that it is no longer possible for the NHS to guarantee treatment for new patients coming to the NHS in some deprived areas of the country? There is a reference to this in paragraph 1.33 which you can find on page 19.

**Sir Nigel Crisp:** No, I do not think that is right.\(^3\)

**Q55 Chairman:** You are telling us that it is possible in all areas of the country for new patients who wish to access NHS dental treatment to achieve it, because I am sure you are not claiming that?

**Sir Nigel Crisp:** Let me make the distinction, which is that if a patient rings up NHS Direct they will be told of where they can get urgent or emergency dental treatment. That is not the same as registering with an NHS dentist.

**Q56 Chairman:** Emergency treatment, not routine dental treatment?

**Sir Nigel Crisp:** Emergency or urgent treatment.

**Q57 Chairman:** But not routine treatment? We have given up in this country now guaranteeing NHS routine treatment to people in many areas of this country? That is right, is it not?

**Sir Nigel Crisp:** No. We are failing to deliver that, which is a slightly different point. Urgent and emergency treatment is accessible through NHS Direct but I do know that in parts of this country it is difficult to get registered with an NHS dentist and that is precisely why we are changing the contract and employing more dentists.

**Professor Bedi:** You are right that access is difficult in certain areas of this country and it will increasingly get difficult and the NAO Report will say that the reforms we are doing are to address that very issue. The risks are much greater if we do nothing. We are doing three things. We are increasing the investment that we announced back in July. We are increasing the workforce tremendously and also the system of reforms we are putting into place will address the very issues which you raise.

**Q58 Chairman:** Are you finding 1,000 new dentists here?

**Professor Bedi:** The short term measure is 1,000 equivalent dentists to address the immediate term. We have a long term strategy of increasing the number of students in our undergraduate dental schools.
Q59 Chairman: How can you guarantee that these 1,000 new dentists will not simply transfer from areas of greatest deprivation in the NHS into more lucrative private practice, like many of the others?

Sir Nigel Crisp: Because the process we are going through is to sign them up onto the contracts and target on the areas that need them so that we will sign them up as dentists to deliver that service. The supplementary question is, in the long term could they then shift to do more private work? Part of what we are trying to do is make sure that NHS dentistry is attractive to people. As I said, we are approaching now 20% of dentists that have signed up or are wanting to sign up to the PDS do indicate that there are a lot of people who are finding it attractive, but we have to make it attractive.

Q60 Jon Trickett: On that point, there was a debate earlier with the previous witness about the differentials in income to the dentists rather than to the practice because we understand there is a difference between the NHS dentistry and private practice. Can you tell us what you believe the ratios between the two are?

Sir Nigel Crisp: The headline figure is that 70% of dentists do 70% of their work in the NHS but that hides quite a lot of variation.

Q61 Jon Trickett: I am thinking about the income. We were told, for example, that an NHS dentist might anticipate earning £50,000–£60,000 and then there was a debate about how much somebody in private practice might earn and some member said it might be a multiple of that. Can you give us an idea of the ratios of income to the dentist as an individual rather than to the practice?

Professor Bedi: A well accepted practice is that 70% of dentists get their income from the NHS.

Q62 Jon Trickett: No: how much do they earn? This is the third time I have tried.

Professor Bedi: In the Inland Revenue figures 2002–03 dentists average, for working full time, the NHS, about £63,000.

Q63 Jon Trickett: Gross pay, would you say that was?

Professor Bedi: No, that was the net figure, take-home pay.

Q64 Jon Trickett: That is rather more than we were being told.

Professor Bedi: In 2003–04 the Inland Revenue figure we anticipate is £66,000. We have postulated that with inflation for 2004–05, and the NAO Report has the figures there, it is £69,000. On top of that we estimate what an average dentist may earn within private practice and it seems to be rounding at the present time to about £90,000. That is £69,000 from the NHS plus the additional.

Q65 Jon Trickett: If somebody was wholly in private practice do you have an idea what they might be earning, because it does seem to me that if it was a significant gradient between wholly or largely NHS and largely private people are going to migrate across?

Professor Bedi: It depends to a large degree on the nature of the private practice. There are some private practices that specialise in certain things such as orthodontics, the more complex restorative treatment, and it depends on location. Those in London and certain other areas will earn far more. Most dentists have a mixed economy in that 70% of dentists earn 70% of their income from the NHS. They supplement that with certain items and it depends very much on the items that they offer. A lot of dentists do the cosmetic side or the much more complex side and do it privately or through a different system.

Q66 Jon Trickett: I just want to try to focus on the fact that the previous witness was an example of a dentist who was formerly wholly NHS and he is now doing 90% private practice. It seems to me therefore that for the 70% who are NHS, if it is more favourable to do private work, eventually they will be tilting the balance, will they not, in decreasing the amount of work they do for the NHS and increasing the amount of work they do in the private sector? What I am trying to understand is the gradient between public sector work, if you like, and private sector work because that seems to be one of the key issues for dentists if you speak to them, as many of us have done. A lot of us have spoken to our own dentists in the last few days when this was coming up. Are you able to help us there?

Professor Bedi: To some degree because, like you, I speak to an awful lot of dentists, it is often not how much they earn; it is how they have to earn it. That is the fundamental issue here and that is what we call the treadmill. The types of figures you see are very similar for private dentists in many parts of the country.

Q67 Jon Trickett: So there is no substantive differential in income per procedure between NHS work and private work?

Professor Bedi: I think it varies significantly in different parts of the country. Private fees are unregulated. We know exactly how much dentists charge for NHS work. The key thing that we have learned for almost 20% of practices now in the new reformed NHS dentistry and we also recognise that there are certain areas, the cosmetic side such as whitening, etc, where they do—

Q68 Jon Trickett: Sir Nigel, do you think there is a degree of resentment within the profession? First of all, it seems to me that supply and demand mean that it is a seller’s market in a sense, that they are in very powerful position because we have made some critical errors in the past about the number of people coming into the profession. There seems to be a degree of resentment in the profession about decisions made in the past to do with fee cuts and the 24 months’ registration down to 15 months, both of which (and probably other issues as well) affected
dentists’ income. Whilst I am not totally convinced that there is no gradient between private and public dental work, is that not the problem, that there is now a degree of distrust in the profession about historic decisions?

Sir Nigel Crisp: Yes, is the short answer. I also suspect that that might be why the BDA has not been involved in the negotiation.

Q69 Jon Trickett: Do you accept that there were effective reductions in dentists’ income as a result of decisions which were made public for the right reasons at the time?

Sir Nigel Crisp: There was a reduction in fees. I am not absolutely certain whether that meant individuals’ incomes went down or if they just did not go up as much as people expected them to.

Professor Bedi: There was a reduction in fees and dentists did feel very much that they were asked to make a commitment and that penalised them financially. That was the scenario that happened 14 years ago in the early nineties. It still has scars.

Sir Nigel Crisp: It still ranksles.

Q70 Jon Trickett: I was interested in the previous witness with the debate about how we can increase the amount of money spent on dentists. Surely a little bit of tender loving care to dentists who feel bruised would also secure an increased number of constituencies?

Professor Bedi: Bruised would also secure an increased number of constituencies?

Professor Halligan: Yes, they would. The current decision which were made public for the right reasons, that risk will be taken by the practice.

Q73 Jon Trickett: Is it true that the NHS would find that person, who perhaps owed significant money to a dentist or to the NHS, another dentist without first of all securing the money that they owe?

Sir Nigel Crisp: I do not know the answer to that question. We will come back to you.

Q74 Jim Sheridan: I apologise if I am repeating questions that have already been asked previously. Professor Bedi, if I were to say to you that I have anecdotal evidence of a Member of Parliament asking a question about dentists and NHS funding and particularly the training that was given and paid for by taxpayers, and that Member of Parliament then receiving an anonymous letter saying that if they continued with this line of argument then he would withdraw all NHS services in their constituency?

Professor Bedi: Sorry, that they would withdraw because of—which?

Q75 Jim Sheridan: Because of the line of argument that the taxpayer has already paid for NHS dentists to train and now they are being asked to pay again by the dentists going private. This Member of Parliament received an anonymous letter saying that if they continued with this line of argument then he would withdraw all NHS services. Is that fair?

Professor Bedi: Yes, we spend a considerable amount of taxpayers’ money to train dentists but there are no plans to tie them into any type of activity over commitment into the NHS that I am aware of.

Q76 Jim Sheridan: Would you support a Member of Parliament being blackmailed into diluting that argument because this dentist is threatening to withdraw NHS services?

Professor Bedi: As a fundamental principle, irrespective of the issue, I think blackmailing anyone is not acceptable.

Q77 Jim Sheridan: So if an individual dentist abdicated all responsibility for NHS treatment would someone somewhere ask the reason why?

Professor Halligan: Yes, they would. The current risk in the current system is over-treatment. 20% to 30% is what is postulated within this report. In the new contract there is a real risk of under-treatment. The only way this will work is by monitoring it.
closely. If someone is not treating, our dental reference officers on the patch will identify those outliers and they will be asked to account for what they have not done.

Q78 Jim Sheridan: So if constituents receive a letter from a dentist saying, “I no longer provide NHS treatment”, someone somewhere in the profession is asking that particular dentist why?

Professor Halligan: Absolutely.

Sir Nigel Crisp: Locally.

Q79 Jim Sheridan: Who locally?

Sir Nigel Crisp: There is a member of staff in the Primary Care Trust whose responsibility it is to manage contracts with dentists. That is where we are going to be. We will certainly want to know why.

Professor Bedi: An example of that for me was a dentist who said they were leaving and when asked by their Primary Care Trust about that they said, “The premises are not right. I cannot expand”, and the Primary Care Trust came along and provided new premises, new facilities and engaged in a new contract. This new system, the reforms that we want to do, allow for that to address some of the frustrations dentists have about the present system.

Q80 Jim Sheridan: I know this report is restricted to England and Wales. Have you any idea how that situation operates in Scotland?

Sir Nigel Crisp: They do not have Primary Care Trusts. I am afraid I do not know the exact arrangements.

Professor Bedi: In preparation for this, as I always do, I spoke to my counterpart, the CDO in Scotland, and they are going through a major consultation, as we did in 2002. They are looking at a new way of systems and that consultation has just finished and they are just going through the responses of how the different sectors, the patient groups, voluntary organisations and the dental professionals, want to change NHS dentistry in Scotland.

Q81 Jim Sheridan: Again I will focus on anecdotal evidence that I have of speaking to people who have been to the dentist. Where this report is related to England and Wales people who want NHS treatment depend on dentists providing that treatment. I have been told that some dentists use substandard treatment and equipment when treating NHS patients on benefit. Is that off the mark or is that accurate?

Sir Nigel Crisp: I cannot comment on your individual anecdote but as a matter of principle that must be wrong. They should work to the standards which we have.

Q82 Jim Sheridan: So in terms of caps or crowns or fillings, whether you are on benefits or whether you are paying for the treatment, everyone in your opinion gets the same treatment?

Sir Nigel Crisp: Sorry; if you are talking about people receiving NHS treatment, yes. If they are receiving private treatment they may get different materials.

Q83 Jim Sheridan: If they are in for a filling or a cap—

Sir Nigel Crisp: If they are having NHS treatment there should not be any discrimination between people whether they are on benefits or not. In private practice they may do different things.

Q84 Jim Sheridan: So if somebody goes to a private dentist for a filling they will get different treatment from somebody on NHS dental treatment?

Sir Nigel Crisp: They may do.

Q85 Jim Sheridan: So there is substandard treatment?

Sir Nigel Crisp: No, that does not mean to say it is substandard.

Professor Bedi: There is one type of care. A professional acts professionally and provides one standard of care. There are certain groups—children, pregnant women and nursing mothers and those on low income—whose contribution to the cost of treatment is met by the state. They are exempt from patient charges but the standard that they receive should be universally of the same quality as any other NHS patient.

Professor Halligan: I think your point is very fair and I never ignore anecdote. I suggest to you that in general terms most dentists are caring and ethical. However, there is always a concern that people will behave less than acceptably. The new contract is measured in two ways: in the complexity of treatment given and the actual course of treatment. Beyond that there are 11 days a year for dentists to understand their duties of accountable care as professionals. One of them would not be to differentiate between private and public patients. That is anathema to everything that we stand for in the NHS and that is something that we need to emphasise more and more. If we invested more and more in developing quality professionals understanding what best practice is, which is what this is all about; this new contract is evidence based, we would not have the sort of anecdote that you have just described.

Q86 Jim Sheridan: I am extremely glad to hear that. Going back to the question about salaries, the previous witness suggested that the figures quoted of £140,000 or £150,000 did in fact take into account staff costs, accommodation, that kind of thing. Is there a maximum in the way that Members of Parliament have a maximum amount of allowances that they can claim for staff and accommodation?

Sir Nigel Crisp: Are you talking about if they are working in the private sector?

Q87 Jim Sheridan: Yes.

Professor Bedi: Dentists earn a gross fee and there is an agreement with the Inland Revenue that there is a percentage of that gross fee that they should address for expenses. It is part of an annual discussion we have when we look at the pay of dentists and it usually works, if I am right, at 55% of the gross fees, so when I say that in 2005–06 it is £69,000 for someone working reasonably within the
NHS, the gross fees may be in the region of £140,000 but the difference between those figures is to meet practice costs, nurses and other expenses.

Q88 Mr Field: Sir Nigel, can I ask the basis of this Report? I know after this afternoon’s proceedings in the House, when none of us knows what we are voting on, that the pot should not be calling the kettle black, but you are saying that they were not negotiations; they were discussions and that discussions have now been called off, like negotiations used to be in the old days. This document, however, talks about a new contract, does it not?
Sir Nigel Crisp: Yes indeed. That will be between the PCTs and individual practices. It is exactly the same as with GPs where the NHS Confederation negotiated a contract with the BMA around primary care and then the BMA organised a vote of their members as to whether or not they would accept it, but the actual negotiation had to be done by the PCT.

Q89 Mr Field: So when will this come into operation?
Sir Nigel Crisp: October.

Q90 Mr Field: But if you look at paragraph 2.30 of the Report, it says, “Primary Care Trusts will therefore need to establish effective arrangements for monitoring access, oral health and patient satisfaction”, but it is all going to come in in October?
Sir Nigel Crisp: We are bringing in the new contract in October.5

Q91 Mr Field: Of next year?
Sir Nigel Crisp: Of next year.6

Q92 Mr Field: So they have almost a year to run?
Sir Nigel Crisp: Yes. Part of the reason for having a delay was listening to the profession about how much work they believed needed to be done in order to do that because the original date was April, so we have put it back to October.

Q93 Mr Field: But you talk in the document, Sir Nigel, about guaranteeing the fee income and that somehow dentists should not be on this treadmill. We are on a treadmill, you are on a treadmill, my constituents are on a treadmill. Why should dentists not be on a treadmill? We want them to deliver some outputs, do we not, tangible ones which we can measure?
Sir Nigel Crisp: We do indeed, and that is why we are going for a framework contract which basically says that by moving to this new arrangement which is more preventative and more appropriate so that you do not have to have a check-up every six months; you can stop having unnecessary check-ups and that is the treadmill bit, that will release the benefit of a certain amount of time. We are saying that part of that time we want dentists to use for their professional development in quality and part of that time we want to secure more access for patients.

Q94 Mr Field: If we go back to one of the Chairman’s first questions, it was about whether we do not now provide an NHS dentist service throughout the country and you rather skillfully said that the aim is still to do that although we will not deliver that. Do you not think it is more difficult to deliver that if, for example, my constituents cannot get onto the books of a local NHS dentist if you are bringing in a contract which is telling dentists that they should spend quite a lot of their time doing things other than what my constituents most need, and that is not just in cases of emergency when we are beside ourselves with pain but that we have a general service like we do with the doctor?
Sir Nigel Crisp: If I may literally take your constituency as an example, as it happens your constituency went live on 1 January with a pilot for this, a field site. Forty-four practices joined. They went onto this new system and as a result at the end of October 4,600 new NHS patients have been able to get onto the lists.

Q95 Mr Field: You say “my constituency”. Is it four constituencies, is it not?
Sir Nigel Crisp: This is The Wirral field sites.

Q96 Mr Field: The Wirral has some very different areas in it. I pushed the PCT to give me the breakdown for the four constituencies because I guessed there might be differences where these new patients were picked up but they could not provide that. Might you push them for the figures?
Sir Nigel Crisp: I will absolutely push them because part of what we are trying to do is to deal with inequalities.7

Q97 Mr Field: Although we cannot break down the figure we have still only got 60% of residents in Wirral who feel they have got the service that the Chairman was asking about and that is that they know who their dentist is. Because of this special effort we have managed to get over half. It is an achievement. I am really pleased that they have done it, but it shows the mountain to climb, does it not?
Sir Nigel Crisp: I think it does but you also deal with another point here which is that because we are changing the nature of the service some people will still be saying, “Do we not need to have six-month check-ups and is this not just the government saving money by not doing that?” whereas my colleagues argue that you need check-ups when you need check-ups.

Q98 Mr Field: I am happy with that. I have two other points. Under this new robust system we are going to get do you think bad debts will rise or fall? They will rise, will they not?
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Sir Nigel Crisp: I do not know. It is not something I have considered but I will now consider and I do not know whether colleagues know that, whether the PCTs will be better debt collectors than individual dentists.

Professor Bedi: With this new system we have looked at some of our field sites and pilots where there is bad debt and how charges are being collected and we are getting mixed results with regard to that, but it is new both for the patient and for the dentist. We are learning through the field sites about bad debts and about patient charges. One thing for certain is that we need to make patient charges simpler.

Q99 Mr Field: Is not collecting bad debts part of the treadmill you are trying to get dentists off? Is it part of the job they do not want to do. Doctors do not want to sign sick notes. Everybody wants somebody else to do the nasty side of their job and they just want to pick up the nice side of the job. Can I just leave that with you?

Sir Nigel Crisp: Please, and I can come back to you, because I do not know the answer.8

Q100 Mr Field: You say how new the contract is and the approach. All that is welcome but earlier you talked about two groups who are exempt from charges and that was nursing mothers and young children. Since Mr Attlee brought in the idea that we should be very concerned about those two groups Britain has changed significantly. Did you look at whether these were the two most deserving groups if we were going to exempt groups en bloc from charges? Was this questioned or does this attitude come down from Mount Sinai set in stone, not to be questioned? Are there no more deserving groups like diabetics or others who perhaps ought to be given free treatment?

Sir Nigel Crisp: May I come back to you on that as well, which I do think is important?

Q101 Mr Field: It is very interesting having a witness before you, Sir Nigel, and when I talked to the previous witness and went through this outline programme I failed to understand where the difficulty was and why these talks broke down. As far as I understand it you have both got the same outcome in mind, and that was not to have an output of fillings but an output of oral health. The number of patients a dentist had to look after could be containable plus an element of time for emergencies in the week, and the reduction of fillings, scale and polish, examinations, etc., would allow us to increase the number of patients looked after, if not in the first year, maybe over a three, four or five year period as the work on his original patient load was falling. I just do not understand it because to me it is the right approach; we are moving forward here, rather than talking about how much dentists earn or not earn, to look, as we have done, at an agreed formula to make sure they do not fall out of practice and do not fall out of the NHS. The figures you quoted to us on the NHS I just find unbelievable, that 75% of dentists’ income and 69% of their work comes from the NHS. It does not bear any relationship to the real world. About a year ago the Dental Board wrote to me and said, “Your dentist has now decided that he is a private-only practice”, 100% private, no NHS at all, because they recognise that they could make more money. The difficulty to me now is, having trained them and supported them, having a common accord, we have now got this divergence. Is that the real reason why there has been this breakdown in talks?

Sir Nigel Crisp: We did not initiate a breakdown. As you say, there is a lot of commonality. We are surprised and disappointed but we will move on. On your wider point what is interesting here is that the NAO has made very clear that the heading of this report is something like The Risks To Be Managed, and there are risks and you have just highlighted one. We have done quite a lot of piloting of this now in that the first areas started in 1998. We have got quite a lot of evidence in quite a lot of the country of dentists wanting to move into this new system, as I say, getting up to 20%. We do need to make it worthwhile and good for dentists but also we need to be tough about making sure we secure the benefits for patients.

Q102 Mr Jenkins: One of the things that surprises me is the amount of work that dentists have. I know it is difficult to quantify but I was sitting here thinking that if there are 220 days in a year, taking away 33 days’ holiday and seven days off sick, and there are 23,000 dentists, that is over 5,060,000 days a year. If there are 50 million people in the country that means that if a dentist saw ten people in a day it would cover every person in the country. There must be some rationale. It takes about 15 minutes to have an examination and there must be a bolt-on for treatment, so why are we getting so many treatments when we should be looking at 50 million people? If we have a programme of oral health in place would that mean that the amount of work on those 50 million would tumble?

Sir Nigel Crisp: Maybe Professor Bedi will say this in a bit more detail, but in these pilots we have actually seen numbers of treatments come down because the concentration has been precisely on oral health. There is another thing which to a non-dentist is fascinating, that 30 years ago 40% of the population did not have teeth. We are now down to something like 10% who do not have teeth, so the needs of the population for dentistry have changed enormously and there is much more conservation work now.

Q103 Mr Jenkins: Now I will tell you another little story which ties in with this. When I went to the dentist a few years ago, I had a nice dentist, he chatted to me a lot and did some work on my mouth, and I was grateful to him. When I went back this year he had left so I had to go to another dentist. He examined me and he said, “Who has done this?”, and I said, “This practice”. He said, “Oh, my word. It has all got to be redone. It is a mess”, because the dentist who had done the work originally was interested in
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maximising earnings and not in maximising my oral health whereas the new dentist starts off saying, “Come in and this will be put right”, but rather than reporting him to the Dental Board and tracking him down they said, “They will do it and the practice will pick the bill up”. I am beginning to think maybe the amount of work they do, fillings and all the rest of it, is sometimes linked to the amount of income the dentist makes rather than the oral health of the patient.

Sir Nigel Crisp: Our position is very clear. We believe that the vast majority of dentists are concerned about the needs of their patients but there is some scope for abuse within the system. The new system, which is not based on treatments but on oral health, will get rid of that perverse incentive if it is there.

Q104 Mr Jenkins: The answer to that question is that you still have to monitor and it is this monitoring that is going to be done with the PCTs?
Sir Nigel Crisp: Yes.

Q105 Mr Jenkins: Do you believe that the PCT is in a position to monitor the work undertaken by these dentists to ensure not that we get value for money but that the patient gets the best oral treatment?
Professor Bedi: We are introducing a system which is not new. In 1998 we were piloting this and the NAO commissioned a report from the University of Birmingham to look at the difference between those working in the new way as opposed to the present system. They did not find any major differences. The fears that we had were not realised in that study. The NAO recognises this is a risk. We have put into place a reference system, checking, peer group support. There are fewer risks in the new system with the reforms than there were in the old system.

Q106 Mr Jenkins: In the Report the Barnsley field study looks like an excellent scheme. Since we have got this are we going to reinvent the wheel or are we going to send this out as the pattern to be replicated up and down the country?
Sir Nigel Crisp: This is the point of the framework contract, that we want to introduce a few contract and best practice examples. Raman has got a dental support team—I cannot remember how many— whose aim is to help PCTs to do just that, learn the lessons.

Q107 Mr Jenkins: How much does it cost to train a dentist?
Professor Bedi: The present figures vary but at the moment if we include the five years that they train, plus the one year vocational training it is about a quarter of a million.

Q108 Mr Jenkins: It costs the NHS a quarter of a million pounds to train a person who can walk away and set up in private practice the next day?
Professor Bedi: During that period they are working in NHS facilities providing patient care in their training.

Q109 Mr Field: Even worse.
Professor Bedi: In their vocational training they are working within NHS practices.
Professor Halligan: So you get some service out of them.
Chairman: While they are students.
Mr Williams: They are practising on their patients and not going on the books.

Q110 Mr Jenkins: They have an opportunity to develop that skill and practise within the NHS. If we did not have an NHS training regime, if they had to go away and pay to train in a private training college, bringing people into practice, it would cost them individually at least a quarter of a million pounds?
Professor Bedi: 70% of the income of dentists comes from doing NHS treatment.
Mr Jenkins: You keep saying that like a mantra. It is wrong, it is out of place, please do not believe it. There are NHS dentists out there doing 100% of their work on the NHS and others have walked away from the NHS on day one. They are making up to £150,000 a year and pocketing it on the misery of people and they have been trained and financed by the NHS, the taxpayers of this country. That is the only point I was making.

Q111 Chairman: National Audit Office, do 70% of the dentists do 70% of their work on the NHS?
Mrs Taylor: I cannot answer that from the information that I have at the moment here. I can find out for you.
Chairman: That would be very useful.

Q112 Mr Field: Chairman, is it 70% of all dentists or 70% of those dentists who undertake some NHS work, because the point that has just been made is that you could have a group who train and practise on us and then set up in private practice who would not be part of the base 100% from which that 70% is calculated.
Mrs Taylor: I will check with my colleague but my understanding from the information that we got to do the analysis we have is that because dentists can come in and out of NHS treatment it is not a static position at all, and because they can change the proportion of NHS treatment to private that they give at any one time, coming up with a figure is very difficult. I am interested in seeing the source of the figure and we will work that out as far as we are able to.9

Q113 Mr Steinberg: This meeting is totally surreal. I cannot believe what I have been listening to because the story that you are giving me is totally different from the story that I get in my constituency, from the rest of the country, from people I have talked to. I have never known such complacency in all my life. The fact of the matter is that dentistry in this country is in meltdown, absolute meltdown. You cannot get
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an NHS dentist. It is all right for the Prime Minister
 to say, “Ring NHS Direct and you will get a dentist”.
How many people have rung NHS Direct?
Sir Nigel Crisp: 19,000 a month.
Mr Steinberg: Do they all get dentists?

Q114 Chairman: Emergency.
Sir Nigel Crisp: Emergency and urgent.

Q115 Mr Steinberg: Did they get a dentist?
Sir Nigel Crisp: For emergency and urgent. The
figures we have got are something of the order of
94% get it within a short distance. I cannot
remember the distance but they are able to access
emergency or urgent treatment—

Q116 Mr Steinberg: What is “a short distance”, Sir
Nigel?
Sir Nigel Crisp: I need to come back to you on that.

Q117 Mr Steinberg: You had better because I was
talking to a Member of Parliament this afternoon
and he told me that in his constituency they have to
travel 70 miles to get an NHS dentist. Is that a short
distance?
Sir Nigel Crisp: No, that is not. The point that I
made earlier, which was not remotely complacent, in
response to your Chairman was that we are not
doing as well as we want to.10

Q118 Mr Steinberg: That is complacent, you are not
doing it as well as you want. I had three people last
week who could not get a dentist.
Sir Nigel Crisp: Did they try NHS Direct?

Q119 Mr Steinberg: They came to me and I told
them to go to NHS Direct. I also mentioned it to the
PCT. We have not got one dentist in my
constituency who is taking new NHS patients, not
one. My dentist told me a fortnight ago that he is no
longer going to take NHS patients, so for you to
come along and say that everything seems to be okay
and this damn new contract is going to solve
everything, that is not right. People cannot get a
dentist.
Sir Nigel Crisp: I am not remotely saying that
everything is okay today. I said earlier that people
are not getting a dentist, which is why we are
recruiting a thousand—

Q120 Mr Steinberg: It is easier to win the National
Lottery than to get a dentist.
Sir Nigel Crisp: It is 14 million to one on the
National Lottery. It would be a good quotation on
Today.

Q121 Mr Steinberg: Exactly.
Sir Nigel Crisp: It is not 14 million to 1 to get an
NHS dentist.

Q122 Mr Steinberg: You ask my constituents who
cannot get one whether it is easier to win the
National Lottery or not and they will say there is no
difference.
Sir Nigel Crisp: Can I be clear what I have been
saying, which is that if you use NHS Direct you can
get access to emergency and urgent care.

Q123 Mr Steinberg: But that is not good enough. I
want to be able to ring up a dentist, as I have done
for 55 years, at least, my parents did it for me and
then me since, and for my own kids to be able to ring
up a dentist and say, “I have got toothache. Can I
come and see you?”, and they say, “When can you
come?” Now you have got to ring up NHS Direct,
who many people have never even heard of for a
start, and then they have to travel 70 miles to get
treatment. Also, we were told by the previous
witness that no dentist would turn away kids. He is
living in cloud cuckoo land because kids are being
turned away in my constituency. I had a woman
phone me up and say that she could not get a dentist
for a small child of about five or six and NHS Direct
eventually found her one. That is not what NHS
dentistry is all about. It is about people having access
to a dentist.
Sir Nigel Crisp: I absolutely agree with you, which
is why—

Q124 Mr Steinberg: Then why do you not do
something about it?
Sir Nigel Crisp: We are.

Q125 Mr Steinberg: You are not, though. Nothing
is being done at all.
Sir Nigel Crisp: Your colleague to your right made
the point that we do not want to over-treat people.
We want to introduce a contract which ensures that
people have got good dental health. The other thing
in this Report is that we have got very much
improving oral health, the best figures for children in
Europe.

Q126 Mr Steinberg: That is fine. If you look at
paragraph 2.30, it says, “... the British Dental
Association surveyed 25,000 dentists and reported
that 60% of the 7,500 dentists who responded would
either reduce their provision of NHS services or opt
out of the NHS altogether”. We are talking about
60% of dentists who are thinking of leaving the NHS
or reducing capacity.
Sir Nigel Crisp: You are thinking of 60% of 30% if
you read those figures. A third of the dentists
responded and 60% of those who responded—

Q127 Mr Steinberg: We can assume that the two-
thirds who did not respond are probably in the
same boat.
Sir Nigel Crisp: I do not know about that. We have
got 2,500 dentists and getting up to 20% who are
opting for the new arrangements.
Mr Steinberg: It is a bit like the government saying
if 50% do not vote that is a vote for them. That
does not follow.
The Committee suspended from 5.31 pm to 5.40 pm for a division in the House

Q128 Chairman: Sir Nigel, can you complete your answer please?
Sir Nigel Crisp: I have forgotten the question. I beg your pardon: what I wanted to say was that we said something earlier about bad debts which we do not think is right. Can I send you a note on that?
Chairman: Of course you can.

Q129 Mr Steinberg: I brought up paragraph 2.30 on page 36 and we were having an argument about whether or not it is two-thirds or a third. Is it irrelevant really, is it not? Regardless of what the statistics are, the fact of the matter if that if that number of dentists are going to drop out of the system you are going to be woefully short of dentists. As I said before, we are almost in a meltdown situation and that seems to substantiate it. You are hoping to recruit a thousand dentists if I remember correctly, but a thousand is not even going to make a difference to the ones who have dropped out, let alone add further dentists to the system.
Sir Nigel Crisp: Can I draw your attention to page 45 of the Report, which is the other side of this argument, if I may put it like that, where you see a very interesting curve on that graph. This is the number of dentists who have not filled in a form on the questionnaire to their association. This is the number of dentists who have voted with their feet and signed up contracts. You can see the angle of that, and these figures are September 2004, and they are people who have signed up. The figures I mentioned earlier were the people who have expressed an interest in signing up. There is a considerable body of opinion out there who are wanting to sign up to the new arrangements.

Q130 Mr Steinberg: That is fine.
Sir Nigel Crisp: It is.

Q131 Mr Steinberg: But at the end of the day the number who are wanting to sign up and the number who will sign up are still going to be woefully short of the number of dentists that you need. That is obvious.
Sir Nigel Crisp: No, I do not think it is because the first one was a vote and that you can take your view as to how likely you think the people in that survey will follow that through with action. This is what dentists are doing in practice. In addition to that I am happy to get in at some point the description of how we are going to secure the thousand more dentists we believe we need, because we believe we need a thousand more.

Q132 Mr Steinberg: Somebody else can answer that question because I want to move on. I think the whole thing is summed up on page 13 in figure 3. You are making great play on that thing that you determine how much NHS dentistry and how much expenditure, so the commentary there is that we have outlined that have taken place recently be solved when frankly it is quite clear that it is just a matter of resources?
Sir Nigel Crisp: Yes.

Q133 Mr Steinberg: So how on earth can the system manage and how can all the problems that most of us have outlined that have taken place recently been solved when frankly it is quite clear that it is just a matter of resources?
Sir Nigel Crisp: Two things. First, as it says here somewhere, that figure from 2003 to 2005 goes up very sharply by 19%. The next figure on the curve goes up 19%. What you will know from the last 100 of these Committee hearings on health is that there are a number of areas where we have put in much more than the average: cancer, for example, and coronary heart disease. There is a whole series of areas where we have put in much more expenditure. Dentistry has stayed flat, I absolutely agree with you, and that is a significant part of the problem, but we are now coming to the point where we are going to invest a lot more money in dentistry and in the next two years, again as this report says, it goes up by 19% which is higher than the increase in spending during that period.

Q134 Mr Steinberg: Sir Nigel, that is all well and good, but really—
Sir Nigel Crisp: And true.

Q135 Mr Steinberg: It could well be true and the Today programme will probably say that as well, but the fact of the matter is that it has taken you and Professor Bedi and Professor Halligan—I do not know how long you have been in your jobs but if I had had this graph when I started my job I would have looked at it and said, “It is quite obvious why we have got no National Health dentistry because there is no money going in”. In fact, in 1996 it almost disappeared off the graph. I am surprised we have any dentists at all.
Sir Nigel Crisp: I am sorry. You are absolutely right that we have not increased the expenditure in dentistry at the same pace as we have increased it in areas that we have given higher priority to and that is why it is below the average increase in spending, but we need to rectify that. There are a number of other features that have happened over that 14-year period, including the discussion that was raised earlier about—
Mr Steinberg: How much have a Permanent Secretary’s wages gone up in that time?
Chairman: I do not think that is a fair question.

Q136 Mr Steinberg: I was being a little bit facetious. Professor Bedi: Can I make a comment, Nigel? This graph is exactly why we are doing the reforms, because the low level is because the dentists determine how much NHS dentistry and how much activities they draw from the open-ended public expenditure, so the commentary there is that we need these people because of the present system and the way it works.
Q137 Mr Steinberg: Why has it taken 10 years, Professor, to work out that you need these reforms? If you look at 1993–94, the expenditure had gone down considerably and it has never really increased since, so it has taken 10 years for somebody to come up with this magnificent view that something needs to be done. In the meantime people cannot get a dentist.

Sir Nigel Crisp: Dentists are very important and the ability to get dentists is fantastically important. What has happened over this period is that in that first ten years there was lack of clarity about what needed to be done because oral health was improving very fast and it was not clear how many dentists were needed. A lot of work has happened since 1998. The other point worth making is that we have spent the increased money in the NHS on things which have been seen as a higher priority at the time, like cancer and coronary heart disease. I do notice, for example, that this Committee has not examined dentistry in its last 100 sittings. We have given it the same—

Chairman: That is a bit of a mean shot.

Mr Steinberg: You just decided your fate there. The Committee suspended from 5.48 pm to 5.54 pm for a division in the House.

Q138 Mr Bacon: Can I ask you to send the Committee a detailed note which summarises the position for dentists in the UK as to income and numbers? The note I would like you to send would contain information on all the dentists in the UK, let us know how many there are, how many of them work purely in public practices, in the NHS, how many of them work purely in private practice, that is, purely for themselves privately, and how many operate what you call a mixed economy, and what the income levels are for these different types of dentists, showing also regional variations, so a public/private mix, showing also the difference between income for the practice and the actual income for a dentist. Can you do that?

Professor Bedi: I can certainly go to the Dental Practice Board who have detailed information about NHS commitments for people who undertake NHS activity. There are some estimates from Inland Revenue figures, which we have, that are two years old.

Q139 Mr Bacon: If the note comes from a variety of sources I do not mind, but can you send us a note?

Professor Bedi: We will try to get in all that information.11

Q140 Mr Bacon: I would be grateful. Sir Nigel, you said that your discussions having failed you were now going to leave it to local negotiation. I take it that you mean by the PCTs?

Sir Nigel Crisp: I did indeed, yes.

Q141 Mr Bacon: Given the huge pressure PCTs are under at the moment with the agenda for change, I was talking to the financial director of a PCT yesterday who said that they still do not know what it is going to cost, the GP contract, which is supposedly fully funded but plainly is not; there are clear pockets of under-funding or in some senses unfunded commitments, the consultant contract, and other things like the National Programme for IT which Professor Halligan knows all about. Given all those pressures, do you seriously think you are going to get a better deal for NHS dental patients out of these PCTs who already have the huge pressure of negotiating locally in terms of retaining the required number of dentists?

Sir Nigel Crisp: Yes, for two reasons. This will be the first time that PCTs can determine what dentistry is provided within their area, so they can go out—and you have got a rural constituency and I know that there are issues of access in rural areas—and actually take decisions about where they want the dentists to be. That is really important; local issues are fantastically important. The second thing is that you will be aware that with the primary care contract which came in this year it was the PCTs who ended up negotiating within a national framework with 30,000 GPs very smoothly and there is a lot of overlap between what negotiation they had to do for the primary care contract, and at this point I will ask Professor Halligan to describe that, and what they will have to do with this.

Professor Halligan: I guess a lot of learning has happened in three areas. First, negotiating locally with professionals is a real art form and that is about selling the new GMS contract. Secondly, change management has been building up, evolving maturing PCTs. Thirdly, for the first time ever there has been a shift to quality and outcome focus. Those particular perspectives are now internalised in the developing PCTs.

Q142 Mr Bacon: You are saying you think the PCTs—and, Sir Nigel, please comment as well—have got the skills that are required to do the negotiation? There has been a lot of criticism of the professionalism of PCTs. Only one in four, I was reading yesterday, have an IT director. Two-thirds of them have part-time finance directors. You are seriously suggesting that the required negotiation skills are there in the PCTs to negotiate this depth of contract locally?

Sir Nigel Crisp: Let me come back with two points. The first one is that they have just done it on primary care.

Q143 Mr Bacon: GPs?

Sir Nigel Crisp: Yes.

Q144 Mr Bacon: As a result of which emergency admissions have gone through the roof from 3.5 million to 4.6 million because the GPs got the better of the deal.

Sir Nigel Crisp: No. At the last PAC hearing we went through emergency admissions and that is not the evidence that we have, that emergency admissions are going up as a result of that.
Q145 Mr Bacon: They are going up but not because of that, is that what you just said?

Sir Nigel Crisp: They went up but actually they are tending to stabilise now. They have got some good GP contracts working now around the country. The second point I would make is that of course it is patchy with 300 organisations, which is precisely why Professor Bedi has an NHS support team to support PCTs in doing that. This is the right level to do it in terms of getting the right local deals for people in—

Q146 Mr Bacon: Assuming PCTs have got the money, but they are already telling us they are hugely overstretched with all these other initiatives and change, all of which are costing more than the government thought they would.

Sir Nigel Crisp: In terms of financial issues, of course there are financial pressures in the system. There always have been and I am afraid to say there always will be because the NHS is very ambitious and is trying to do more and more with the money which has been voted for to do it. Those need to be managed but in this particular case we have identified some specific money that is going into the system and we have safeguards in place to help them to manage these negotiations.

Q147 Mr Bacon: You are talking about the extra £250 million?

Sir Nigel Crisp: The £250 million, yes.

Q148 Mr Bacon: Can I ask you about that? That was my next question. Dr Elliman said that £140 million to £150 million of that would go on the thousand extra dentists. Assuming roughly a 2%–3% pay rise a further £40 million will go on that, which takes you up to £190 million or so and leaves you only about £60 million. Do you broadly agree with those figures?

Sir Nigel Crisp: I do not know whether I do or not because I have not seen that breakdown. The point that I would make is that the thousand extra dentists are part of the solution and that money will be going through the PCTs, will it not?

Q149 Mr Bacon: Professor Halligan, I know that Sir Nigel said that you may have mis-spoken on the question of debt recovery but you did say that as long as they made real efforts then the risk would be borne by the NHS. That set me wondering what constitutes “real efforts”, how you measure whether there are real efforts, and are you proposing to set up an NHS dental recovery performance management agency, run by Capita perhaps? You are not?

Professor Halligan: If you like I will send you a note clarifying the issues around that.

The Committee suspended from 6.01 pm to 6.09 pm for a division in the House

Q150 Mr Jenkins: Sir Nigel, in response to Mr Steinberg you said, “We are not short of dentists”. I know you were referring to the new programme, but obviously we are short of dentists.

Sir Nigel Crisp: We are short of dentists today, yes.

Q151 Mr Jenkins: How many dentists have your department estimated we need today in Britain, bearing in mind the rising demand, bearing in mind the inability to provide dentists in socially deprived areas? I suggest that if we compare ourselves internationally that is 33,000, but since we have dental nurses and hygienists it might be a lower figure, it might be down as far as 30,000 or 29,000. What is your estimate for the number we need and what are you doing to secure that number in my lifetime, shall we say?

Sir Nigel Crisp: Professor Bedi published this document in July, which has the workforce estimates in it. We say increasing the NHS workforce capacity by the equivalent of a thousand dentists, and I recognise that some of them are part-time, so it is the equivalent of a thousand whole time dentists, by October next year will allow an extra two million people to register with an NHS dentist. That is a thousand equivalent who we intend to secure by October next year and we have got an advance programme on that. Would you like me to ask Professor Halligan to—

Q152 Mr Jenkins: I would like you to answer the question: how many dentists? What is the figure we need?

Sir Nigel Crisp: A thousand.

Q153 Mr Jenkins: You are telling me that if we have 23,000 now 24,000 will meet the needs of the country?

Sir Nigel Crisp: This was a pretty exhaustive piece of work looking at the workforce needs and this is the figure—

Q154 Mr Jenkins: Who is going to stake their figures? reputation that with these thousand extra dentists— I could have Mr Steinberg or any other member coming here and saying, “I have no NHS dentists in my constituency”, because that is what you are telling me. I have given it out here: how many dentists do we need to do the same as the European countries with 33,000? I am not interested in the income of dentists. I am interested in the treatment of people. You tell me why we need less and what is the figure?

Sir Nigel Crisp: I understand that, which is why Professor Bedi led a working party to try and address precisely that question.

Professor Bedi: Yes, we did, and it is not just the number of dentists we need; it is the twin needs: the investment which we have announced and the reforms, which are very important because there is no point pouring dentists into a system when there is a haemorrhage at the other end. We have said that we estimate that there are approximately two million people that we need to address.

Q155 Mr Jenkins: So the total number is 24,000?

Sir Nigel Crisp: We need to increase it by 1,000.

Mr Jenkins: I would not put my reputation on it.
Q156 Mr Williams: While you are waiting for us to come back from this division will you get your statisticians to work out how many extra dentists we would have had now if we had not closed down the places in 1987?
Sir Nigel Crisp: Is that the dental student places?
Q157 Mr Williams: Yes.
Sir Nigel Crisp: If we had not closed the dental student places in 1989. Okay.
The Committee suspended from 6.12 pm to 6.20 pm for a division in the House
Q158 Mr Williams: Did you work it out for me?
Sir Nigel Crisp: Our best estimate is 550 in England and 550 who would have graduated in Scotland.
Jim Sheridan: Oh, a thousand.
Q159 Mr Williams: Can I for a moment turn to page 54, tables 23, 24 and 25? It is rather puzzling that England with such a high population for dentists emerges from table 23 as having the best figures of all the countries in that list for 12-year olds. How do you explain that?
Professor Bedi: We have significant improvements, which is a credit to a lot of groups—dental professionals, health educationalists, but also to the general nutrition that is happening. We have for our 12-year olds undoubtedly the best oral health among our European colleagues, but when we have a look at the number of dentists per population ratio that can only be understood when you look on the other page at the members of the dental team to population. I think it is archaic to look at the number of dentists per population. We should look at the members of the dental team to population. We have more dental hygienists and therapists than most of our European colleagues and we are increasing that and that I feel is good news and the way we should be providing dental care.
Q160 Mr Williams: That is quite interesting because it is contrary to the impression we have been getting about the situation. In fact, we are the second highest spender in terms of public expenditure on dentistry, are we not?
Professor Bedi: Yes.
Q161 Mr Williams: Strangely enough, we are virtually the worst spender privately on dentistry. Why do you think there is this cultural difference? We are putting the money into the public sector although that is not the impression you get, and yet we do not seem to be as responsive as individuals in the same way as other countries. Is there any explanation for it?
Sir Nigel Crisp: I suppose the only explanation is that we have had the policy of having NHS dentistry provided in the way that we have talked about, whereas elsewhere in this document it talks about other areas having completely different policies.
Q162 Mr Williams: You see, again, when we listen to all the pressure for fluoridation and so on from dentists, they always concentrate on the five-year olds. I have never seen figures for 12-year olds before. Why is it we have got control figures for 12-year olds here but when dentists want to talk about fluoridation they always talk about five-year olds, and if it is so bad at five how can it be so good at 12?
Professor Bedi: There are a number of issues there. The improvement for five-year olds has also been significant but is beginning to plateau. Fluoridation is an issue not just for children but for adults as well. Fluoridation is a discussion about inequalities and addressing them for those sections of our community that have not seen the benefits. What we are seeing here is mean figures but they do hide the fact that there are vast discrepancies and inequalities in our country.
Q163 Mr Williams: How do we redeem it by the age of 12 if it is so bad at five because they have not got fluoridation? It does not seem to make any sense.
Professor Bedi: What we are seeing here is mean figures and they hide the fact that there are disparities. There is good news. The majority of our children leaving school are totally decay-free but there are sections in our community that would benefit from community based water fluoridation.
Q164 Mr Williams: And yet it is only a very small proportion of the country that has fluoridation.
Professor Bedi: Approximately 10% of our population are benefiting from fluoridation.
Q165 Mr Williams: If there is only 10% that cannot explain these figures that you are saying are very good. Fluoridation is irrelevant. They have been achieved without that.
Professor Bedi: The approach to fluoridation is that populations will decide whether it is suitable for them.
Q166 Mr Williams: Which populations will decide?
Professor Bedi: In the regulations on the Water Act that had Royal Assent in 2003 the direction of travel is clearly to say that local populations should decide whether they wish to have water fluoridation and we are working out mechanisms to assess that. I am sure that there will be certain areas of our country that will simply say it is not appropriate.
Q167 Mr Williams: This is shades of votes for the foundation hospitals and things like that, where you get about 60 people casting votes. How are you going to have an electoral system for all the populations in relation to something like fluoridation and have any credibility? I have got the figures here. The Pro-Fluoridation Campaign argues that 67% of the public are in favour of fluoridation. That means that 33% are not. That means 20 million people, if you have your way, would be forced-fed fluoride whether they want it or not. They do not have any democratic right to say no to it.
Professor Bedi: The debate was in both Houses of Parliament and it was given Royal Assent.
Q168 Mr Williams: I was there; I know what was said and I heard a lot of rubbish as well.

Professor Bedi: The regulations have gone out for consultation. We have had quite a wide-range of consultations and they will come back to Parliament when there is consultation and the regulations are laid.

Mr Williams: You mean we will have a one and a half hour debate with no chance of amendment and that will be the way we decide how it is to be imposed. Is that what you are saying?

Chairman: That is a bit of an unfair question.

Q169 Mr Williams: I just want to see what he is willing to impose on other people. Why should your neighbours have fluoride stuffed down their children’s throats because you want them to have it?

Professor Bedi: It is for local populations to decide.

Q170 Mr Williams: That is a joke.

Professor Bedi: All I can say is that I have provided specialist and consultant care in a fluoridated area for 10 years and I have done likewise for 10 years in a non-fluoridated area. Having provided consultant care for young children and older children, I can say that for me it is fairly self-evident, but the regulations are—

Q171 Mr Williams: But what about the people who do not want it?

Professor Bedi: The regulations are for local populations to decide.

Q172 Mr Williams: So what do the people who do not want fluoride do? Where are they getting their water from?

Professor Bedi: The regulations will be quite clear. They will be laid down and it is for local populations to decide.

Q173 Mr Williams: That is a farce and you know it. We will leave it for now. Sir Nigel, back to your figures on the extra dentists we would have had. My calculation on the basis of the figures you have given me is that if dentists worked 200 days a year, allowing weekends off and 60 other days, and if they only did 30 instead of the 50 treatments a day, and 50 is what we were told is the NHS level at the moment, that would provide us at the moment with an extra 3.5 million dental treatments a year. It was a disastrous decision, was it not?

Sir Nigel Crisp: The decision as I understand it was taken because oral health was improving and the view was taken, not just in this country but in other countries as well, that we did not need so many dentists in the future and with hindsight that was wrong.

Q174 Mr Williams: Who got it wrong?

Sir Nigel Crisp: The policy-makers at the time.

Mr Williams: Who would have been Minister in 1987? Do you remember? Does anyone know who was the Minister for Health in 1987?

Chairman: Let us say it was Tony Newton or something and blame it on him.

Jim Sheridan: He was a Tory anyway.

Chairman: He was a Tory anyway. I think Mr Trickett wants to ask for a note.

Q175 Jon Trickett: Can you let us have a note about the money going to the PCTs, whether it is going to be ring-fenced to stop the PCTs stealing dentists’ money for other things?

Professor Bedi: Yes.

Q176 Chairman: I would like to have a note please on paragraph 2.8, where the National Audit Office notes that “it is still not clear what services dentists will be contracted to provide, what services patients can expect or what charges patients will pay”. I would like to have a note on when you intend to provide dentists and the public with this information. I would also like a note please on paragraph 1.43. How confident are you that the proposed expansion in training places is sufficient to meet the longer term projected future need for dentists? I would also like to have a note please from you, Sir Nigel, on the fact that patients will be moving from a system of paying for each item of treatment to paying for improved oral health. What is the expected impact on income from charges? I am letting you off. It has been a hard afternoon, so we are doing it by notes now, not questions. Thank you very much, gentlemen. I am sorry for all the interruptions but it is a very important subject and we will return to it in our report.

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the National Audit Office

Q112 Chairman: National Audit Office, do 70% of dentists do 70% of their work on the NHS?

Mrs Taylor: I cannot answer that from the information that I have at the moment here. I can find out for you.

This figure is taken from the Review Body on Doctors’ and Dentists’ Remuneration: Supplement to the Thirtieth Report 2001 (Cm 4999) which showed that, in 2000, 71% of dentists did at least 70% of their work within the NHS. This information was obtained from a survey of General Dental Practitioners’ workload conducted by BMRB Social Research on behalf of the Review Body on Doctors’ and Dentists’ Remuneration. BMRB asked 4,000 dentists to keep a workload diary for a week and complete a background questionnaire. The results from the respondents on the proportion of their time spent working for the General Dental Service are given in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Ratio of General Dental Service Work: Private Work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of respondent: 1,762</th>
<th>Percentage of General Dental Service dentists</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100% GDS: 0% Private</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90% GDS: 10% Private</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80% GDS: 20% Private</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70% GDS: 30% Private</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60% GDS: 40% Private</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50% GDS: 50% Private</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40% GDS: 60% Private</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30% GDS: 70% Private</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20% GDS: 80% Private</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10% GDS: 90% Private</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0% GDS: 100% Private</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The table does not sum to 100% due to rounding

This research did not cover the small number of dentists who do no NHS work at all. The Office of Fair Trading Report, “The Private Dentistry Market in the UK”, published in March 2003, stated that only around 200 dental practices are solely private out of 11,000 dental practices in total. The impact of these practices on the results will therefore be negligible.

This is the latest data available on the proportion of time General Dental Practitioners spend on NHS funded treatment. Since 2000 the Department estimates that dentists’ average General Dental Service commitment has fallen by about 1–2% a year. If it is assumed that all dentists who worked between 70 and 80% of their time in the General Dental Service in 2000 now spend less than 70% of their time in the General Dental Service, then the figure for the number of dentists working 70% or more of their time in the General Dental Service will have fallen from 71% to around 66%.

Memorandum submitted by Dr Paul Batchelor, Senior Lecturer and Consultant in Dental Public Health, UCLH

1. INTRODUCTION

The publication of the National Audit Office (NAO) Report examining the proposed reforms of the NHS primary dental care system is to be welcomed. The Report provides an overview of some of the key issues that remain outstanding regarding the reforms of the oral health care system in England. The Report also identifies many of the potential problems that require answers if the proposals are to address the reported shortcomings. However, as described in the NAO Report, the Department of Health (DoH) has to date failed to provide sufficient detail that will allow any critical analysis of the proposals. The meeting of the Public Accounts Committee provides an opportunity to help address this shortcoming.

2. OVERVIEW

This paper is split into two further sections; the first provides the basis for the key questions that appear in the second section. As mentioned in the introduction, while the NAO have identified many of the potential areas where risks exist, their relative importance and the actions of the DoH to date raise considerable uncertainties, not least on the sustainability of the Department’s policy decisions. The risk management of the proposals can be examined by exploring each of the functions from the perspective of the three major parties involved namely the public, the Primary Care Trusts (PCTs), and the profession.

The Department has stated that the major problems facing the care system are in accessing NHS care and in the variation in levels of oral health. From the public’s view the reforms need to be able to confirm that both these issues will be addressed; that both the increase in workforce will not simply provide care through non-NHS arrangements and that the policies adopted will help improve the oral health of those currently with the worst levels to a greater extent than under the present system. A further issue is the need to ensure that any resources allocated by Parliament for the provision of dental care do so. For PCTs any policy needs to provide them with the opportunity to manage the system overall better than is currently the case, and in particular that the resources to do so exist. Finally, for the professional any policy needs to provide a

---

1 Review Body on Doctors' and Dentists' Remuneration, supplement to the Thirtieth Report (Cm4999), Appendix E (Survey of General Dental Practitioners' Workload), Table 5f.
2 The Office of Fair Trading, The Private Dentistry Market in the UK (OFT 630), Summary and Conclusions, paragraph 1.4.
sustainable base from which the financial risks of providing care under NHS arrangements can occur and are in part commensurate with the rewards under non-NHS arrangement as failure to do so will not address the current movement by care providers away from the NHS.

The difficulty facing any organisation trying to assess the impact of the reforms are three fold. First, there are a lack of reliable data to provide an overview of the current performance of the care system in total. While data exist for all three components of the NHS oral health care system, the information arrangements prevent any meaningful comparisons on performance. The General Dental Services (GDS) uses an independent contractual agreement and is the major sector through which care is provided. It relies upon a fee-per-item arrangement that provides data on the precise activities on both an individual patient and provider allowing the monitoring of care provision, in particular a cost-effective quality assurance mechanism. Any reduction in the level of detail captured will increase the risks of a decline in the quality of care. The Community Dental Services (CDS), a salaried arrangement with a role defined in previous published Health Circulars HC89(4), including information on children through the epidemiological programmes and special needs groups. However a different information arrangement to gather data exists that prevents comparison to the GDS exists. Finally, the Hospital Dental Services combines specialist and training roles, again salaried but using yet another data information arrangement. Each of the three delivery systems plays a role that is to an extent unique and, crucially, will alter with changes to any one of the three systems. It is this overall synergy between the systems that must be considered: it is not whether the primary care sector alone improves but whether the system in total functions.

A further major stumbling block in assessing any meaningful analysis of oral health care policy lies in the shortfalls in the lack of knowledge regarding the nature of the non-NHS sector. All studies examining the non-NHS sector to date are remarkably weak and lacking in scientific rigour. This failure to be able to provide an overview hinders any ability to assess the extent to which the current proposals will make progress towards addressing the perceived shortcomings in oral health care arrangements and managing risk.

The second issue centres on the definition of oral health by the public. Dentistry is an elective process: all treatments after the relief of pain are of subjective value. This value will vary within society and hence so will the need and demand for care. As all treatment carry a cost, there is likely to be further variation within the population on the value of any intervention. This issue will account for some of the variation in reported oral health that relies upon clinical measures alone.

Thirdly, and most importantly, has been the abject failure to define the purpose of the NHS oral health care system. Without a definition of what NHS dentistry actually means one cannot answer any questions on whether the system is value for money. Should the system provide all treatments to all individuals?

3. Questions

The questions below arise from the material in the NAO Report and the issues raised above in the previous section of this paper. They are:

3(a) Access

What evidence can the Department provide that the reforms to the present system will increase access to NHS care?

Research has identified that the major barrier to accessing dental care in the UK is cost. Could the Department provide the Committee with the detailed proposed modifications to the arrangements for patient charges and explain how the modifications will reduce the barrier formed by cost of dental care that currently exists?

What percentage of individuals who have tried to access an NHS dentist have done so with a clinical need as opposed to simply trying to register due to the current registration arrangements? What proposals does the Department have regarding the registration of patients? Has the Department considered adopting the registration arrangements that currently operate in the medical sector, and if not, why not?

Could the Department provide an estimate of the impact of the recent NICE guidelines on dental recall intervals on capacity within the care system? What is the basis for this figure?

3(b) Access and workforce

In light of the proposed reforms to the care system how valid is the methodology used to estimate the number of dentists required over the next 10 years? Precisely how have the results of the performance of the Personal Dental Service field site programmes been used in the workforce estimates?

What progress has been made to achieving the target of an additional 1,000 whole time equivalent dentists and from which countries are overseas graduates being recruited? Could the Department explain how Poland that has higher disease levels but a similar number of dentists per head of the population has an excess workforce when compared to England and Wales where there is a claimed shortfall?
Given that the overall volume of NHS care has remained almost constant over the past year or so yet the number of dentists who have a contract has increased, the volume of care being provided by each dentist must be diminishing. Could the Department provide an explanation as to why this is happening?

The Department has been active in recruiting from abroad to address the current workforce problems. Could they provide precise details of the total expenditure to date on this programme and the estimated expenditure over the next 10 years?

Of those dentists who have qualified by passing IQE what steps are being taken to ensure that they contribute to improving oral health care by working in the National Health Service as opposed to practising in the non-NHS sector? How many of the dentists who have passed the International Qualifying Examination are now working whole time in the NHS? How many of the dentists who have recently passed the International Qualifying Examination are now studying for specialist qualifications?

To what extent have dentists reduced their reliance on the NHS for incomes over the last 12 months?

3(c) Service delivery

Could the Department explain how the changes to the Dental Practice Board will lead to improvements in the quality assurance mechanisms that currently exist within the GDS? With the loss of a fee-per-item arrangement what data will be collected to monitor the performance of the system? The data collected under the existing GDS system provides the opportunity to target unusual practice. Such data has provided the basis for both the Dental Reference Service and the Dental Counter Fraud Squad to target unusual prescribing patterns. How will the proposed changes to the data collection improve on the existing arrangements?

Could the Department explain why the percentage of claims submitted with no active intervention has increased steadily in line with improvements in oral health if dentists are providing unnecessary treatment?

Given the discrepancy in patient charges between the sectors to what extent might these affect referrals? What proposals do the Department have to ensure that referrals to the secondary care sector are appropriate?

With the changes in the patient charging arrangements and the reduction in incentives for the dentist to collect the monies what estimates have the Department made regarding the decline in patient revenues?

The move from the GDS to the Personal Dental Services (PDS) accelerated in March 2004. Could the Department provide an explanation for this? Were any of the schemes offered more favourable financial contractual agreements when compared to those when working under the GDS?

3(d) Oral health inequalities

Could the Department provide the definition of oral health that they will be using to assess the impact of the reforms and explain how the proposed reforms will address the existing inequalities?

Does the Department feel that any areas of England and Wales are oversubscribed with dentists? Given the announcement that all dentists will receive the same funding as under the present GDS system for the next three years how will the misdistribution issue be addressed?

What is the volume and level of expertise that exists within PCTs to handle the provision of dental care and what are the total additional costs that the Department estimate will arise following the transfer of the management of dental services to these organisations?
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You may be aware of the Written Ministerial Statement (WMS) made by the Secretary of State today, regarding NHS Dentistry Reforms, which announces that full implementation of the reforms has been deferred but will take place by April 2006.

You will recall my answers to questions raised at the Committee of Public Accounts hearing held on 14 December 2004, specifically questions 50, 53, 54, 90 and 91.

Question 50 specifically asked whether the British Dental Association’s decision to withdraw from the discussions with Department of Health would mean that the timetable of implementation of the new contractual arrangements for primary care dentistry in England would no longer be met. My reply stated that this event would not result in a delay. As you know, the discussions were not absolutely crucial to the implementation of the timetable.
The reasons for later implementation are outlined in the WMS attached. These include the desire to continue implementing some of the changes currently underway, for example, dentists who want to move to Personal Dental Service status being able to do so as quickly as possible and the National Audit Office’s concern that Primary Care Trusts should have sufficient time to acquire the necessary skills and resources before the full commissioning of NHS dentistry.

The WMS also highlights the need for implementation of the recently announced NICE guidance on dental recall intervals, modifications to existing information systems and public consultations about the change to patient charges.

In my reply to question 91, I indicated that Primary Care Trusts would be ready to introduce the new contract in October 2005. I believe they would have been. However, the decision to allow more time for PDS conversion before full implementation does give them even more time to prepare.

The decision to delay was taken in the light of these factors subsequent to the PAC hearing and are unrelated to the British Dental Association’s decision to suspend discussions with the Department. However, I thought that it was important to send you this letter and to make the position clear.

Sir Nigel Crisp KCB
Chief Executive
Department of Health and NHS
10 January 2005

Further supplementary memorandum submitted by the Department of Health

I attach the notes promised at the hearing. In addition, Sir Nigel would like to amend the estimated figure of 1,100 he gave to question 159 at the hearing to 960. A total of 80 training places in the UK were lost with the closure of the Edinburgh and University College London dental schools. The schools were run down to complete closure by 1992. In the 12 years from 1993 to 2004, therefore, some 960 additional dentists would have trained but for the closures.

Question 73 (Jon Trickett): Will the NHS find a person, who perhaps owed significant money to a dentist or to the NHS, another dentist without first of all securing the money that they owe?

Under the present patient charge arrangements, dentists are responsible for bad debts if patients fail to pay the correct NHS charges for treatments they receive. Generally, dentists are well practised at minimising the risk of bad debts, for example by requiring patients to pay as they go if their treatment extends over more than one visit. If a dentist is unwilling to treat a particular individual, they also have the ultimate right to refuse to treat that patient.

Whilst the incidence of bad debts can undoubtedly be a nuisance and irritant, the profession have not brought forward evidence to suggest that the scale of loss is a serious financial burden, or that it is large enough to justify maintaining a centralised system to track patients with a record of bad debts. Therefore, a patient who approaches their primary care trust (PCT) or NHS Direct for assistance in finding NHS dental care would not necessarily be identified if they had an outstanding bad debt arising from a previous NHS treatment.

We have given guarantees that where patient charge revenue falls because of the new ways of working (ie not where patients have just simply not paid), practices will not lose out financially. We will expect dental practices to be as rigorous in the new world as they are now in collecting patient charges.

Question 96 (Mr Field): Could you give the breakdown for the four constituencies on the Wirral, because I guessed there might be differences where these new patients were picked up?

Patient registrations (or on practice lists) with general dental service or personal dental service, dentists on 30 September 2004 in the four constituencies within Wirral are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constituency</th>
<th>Adult registrations/listed</th>
<th>Children’s registrations/listed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Birkenhead</td>
<td>36,431</td>
<td>11,368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wallasey</td>
<td>44,149</td>
<td>15,520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wirral West</td>
<td>33,121</td>
<td>10,364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wirral South</td>
<td>35,628</td>
<td>10,427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>149,329</td>
<td>47,679</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The registrations/listings are with the dentists in these areas. The figures will include some patients who are resident in other areas. Similarly, some patients from these areas will get dental treatment in other areas. Therefore, the figures for small areas should be treated with caution.
The registration period in the general dental service is 15 months. Patients who have not seen a dentist in the past 15 months eg some occasional attenders will not be counted in these figures. In the personal dental service, the registration/listing periods can be different; a longer period increases the numbers because occasional attenders are counted for longer after their last attendance.

The registration/listing rates for the area covered by the four constituencies are 68.8% for children and 61.1% for adults. Separate rates cannot be calculated for the individual constituencies because population figures are not available. However, for adults, using the electoral roll numbers in individual constituencies to estimate adult populations for the individual constituencies gives the following registration/listing rates:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constituency</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Birkenhead</td>
<td>62.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wallasey</td>
<td>68.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wirral West</td>
<td>53.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wirral South</td>
<td>59.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These rates are affected by the particular locations of dentists.

Question 99 (Mr Field): Is not collecting bad debts part of the treadmill you are trying to get dentists off?

The “treadmill” in NHS dentistry usually refers to the Item of Service approach to remuneration, whereby a dentist is paid more for providing more operative dental treatments where these are permitted in the Statement of Dental Remuneration.

Dentists will still be expected to be the initial collection point for NHS charges, because that is the most convenient arrangement for patients. However, by moving away from the “treadmill” of an item of service approach to remuneration for dentists, which in turn has given rise to the nearly 400 different treatment charge rates, it should be possible to introduce a far simpler system of patient charges which will be less onerous and bureaucratic for dentists to administer.

Question 100 (Mr Field): Did you look at whether nursing mothers and young children were the two most deserving groups if we were going to exempt groups en bloc from charges? Are there no more deserving groups like diabetics or others who perhaps ought to be given free treatment?

The issue of NHS patient charge exemption categories is wider than the modernising dentistry programme. Current exemptions from dental charges are based in primary legislation, and were only recently reconfirmed in the Health and Social Care (Community Health and Standards) Act 2003. In his Written Ministerial Statement on NHS dentistry reforms on 10 January 2005, the Secretary of State confirmed that new regulations for dental charging will be published for consultation in the summer of 2005.

Promoting dental health care towards nursing and expectant mothers may still have benefits as preventable oral diseases can, and do start, in children as young as 0–5 years of age.

Question 117 (Mr Steinberg): What is “a short distance” (ie distance between caller and dentist recommended)?

Primary care trusts have developed local distances standards between the location of a caller to a helpline (either local or NHS Direct) and the location of the dentist recommended to them.

For example, the local distance standards for Durham and Chester-le-Street (Mr Steinberg’s PCT) are as follows:

In urban areas, routine care five miles, urgent care 15 miles and emergency care 15 miles. In the case of rural areas, agreed distances are generally greater: routine care 25 miles, urgent care 35 miles and emergency care 35 miles.

Question 139 (Mr Bacon): Can you summarise the position for dentists in the UK as to income and numbers, including information on all the dentists in the UK, let us know how many there are, how many of them work purely in public practices, in the NHS, how many of them work purely in private practice, that is, purely for themselves privately, and how many operate what you call a mixed economy, and what the income levels are for these different types of dentists, showing also regional variations, so a public/private mix, showing also the difference between income for the practice and the actual income for a dentist?
Number of Dentists

The number of NHS dentists in Great Britain can be broken down by dental service as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dental Service</th>
<th>Number of Dentists</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General Dental Service (GDS)</td>
<td>20,800 at Sept 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Dental Service (PDS)</td>
<td>3,500 of whom 700 also work in the GDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Dental Service (CDS)</td>
<td>1,940 some of whom also work in the PDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salaried Dental Service (SDS)</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital Dental Service (HDS)</td>
<td>2,245</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Very few practising dentists do no NHS work at all. The Office for Fair Trading Report reported that only 210 practices out of 11,000 in the UK are wholly private.

Dentists’ Income

Self-employed dentists

Dentists working in the General Dental Service (GDS) are largely principal dentists who are qualified to work unsupervised. These dentists are self-employed. They are free to vary the amount of NHS work they do. These dentists receive both capitation payments—monthly payments for each registered patient—and payments for treatment carried out. The fees are a national set of fees and are set out in a Statement of Dental Remuneration. The payments are gross and are intended to cover a dentist’s practice expenses as well as their personal income. Dentists in PDS who are self-employed will also be paid using various combinations of capitation, treatment or fixed rate service payments.

Gross fee income of GDS dentists

Average gross GDS fee income of a GDS dentist for GDS work in 2003–04 was £101,000 in England. Gross fee income of a NHS dentist includes both their personal remuneration as well as business expenses such as staff salaries, laboratory charges and dental consumables. The average net GDS income after expenses would be about £45,000.

The income distribution is very wide reflecting the large differences in the amount of GDS work done by individual dentists. Principal GDS dentists do not have a standard working week. They are self-employed and choose the amount of GDS work they do. Most dentists have other income either from private dentistry or from other NHS work.

Gross fee income of dentists with a reasonable commitment to the GDS

Average gross GDS fee income for dentists with a reasonable GDS commitment was about £143,000 in 2003–04. The average excludes dentists with gross fee income of less than £57,300 which excludes dentists doing two days or less each week. Taking into account estimated expenses, average net fee income of a GDS dentist with a reasonable GDS commitment was around £66,700 in 2003–04. This is equivalent to about £69,000 this year, 2004–05.

Earnings split

In 2003–04, dentists’ fee income accounted for about 92% of total earnings as follows:

- Child capitation payments—13%;
- Child item of service—13%;
- Adult continuing care payments—7%;
- Adult item of service—59%.

Dentists’ other payments make up a further 8%. This includes Continuing Professional Development, commitment payments, seniority payments, training grants, business rates etc.

Distribution of gross fee earnings

There is a wide distribution of gross fee earnings, which reflects many variations in the amount of GDS work done. A significant number of dentists now do relatively small amounts of GDS work.
Table 1 below shows the distribution of gross fee earnings in £50,000 bands, 2003–04, this is also illustrated graphically below (figure 1)—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gross earnings</th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Women</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>% of total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Under £50,000</td>
<td>3,255</td>
<td>1,704</td>
<td>4,959</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£50,000—£99,999</td>
<td>2,024</td>
<td>1,283</td>
<td>3,307</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£100,000—£149,999</td>
<td>2,574</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>3,524</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£150,000—£199,999</td>
<td>1,438</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>1,678</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£200,000—£249,999</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>561</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£250,000—£299,999</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over £300,000</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>10,185</td>
<td>4,288</td>
<td>14,473</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1—Earnings distributions of dentists (in £5,000 bands, adjusted to 2003–04 feescale): England and Wales, 1993–94 and 2003–04

GDS earnings by region

Average gross GDS fee earnings are highest in the Yorkshire region. Figures by region are shown below. The higher figure in Yorkshire will be due to dentists in that region doing more GDS work.

Table 2 below shows the distribution of gross fee earnings by region, 2003–04—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Number of Principals</th>
<th>Gross Earnings</th>
<th>Average Gross Earnings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yorkshire</td>
<td>1,206</td>
<td>146,349,525</td>
<td>121,351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South West Thames (excluding London)</td>
<td>1,753</td>
<td>200,668,969</td>
<td>114,472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern</td>
<td>1,692</td>
<td>189,156,837</td>
<td>111,795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wessex</td>
<td>1,423</td>
<td>156,696,885</td>
<td>110,195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South East Thames (excluding London)</td>
<td>1,350</td>
<td>148,111,319</td>
<td>109,712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wales</td>
<td>806</td>
<td>86,736,573</td>
<td>107,614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxford</td>
<td>2,244</td>
<td>219,754,839</td>
<td>97,930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Western</td>
<td>2,542</td>
<td>217,267,166</td>
<td>85,471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Midlands</td>
<td>1,458</td>
<td>119,640,692</td>
<td>82,058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>14,473</td>
<td>1,484,382,806</td>
<td>102,562</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Private and GDS earnings

Information is available from the Inland Revenue for reported schedule D earnings covering both NHS and private work. The information is for average gross income, expenses and net income after expenses. For the tax year 2002–03, the results are available for 3,000 single-handed dentists. Average gross income for these dentists from both NHS and private work was £167,300 for the tax year 2002–03. On average 56.6%
of their income was allowable as expenses. This left £72,550 for average net earnings. The averages cover all dentists whether or not they are working full-time or part-time. An analysis by sex and age group is Table 3 with separate figures for the Thames regions and elsewhere.

Average gross income of £167,300 covering both NHS and private work can be compared to the GDS gross income for these dentists in the financial year 2002–03 of about £97,500. This indicates that GDS income accounts for almost 60% of total income on average.

The average of £72,550 for net income after expenses for both NHS and private work covers all dentists whether they work full-time or part-time. For full-time dentists the average would be higher.

Average net income of £72,550 covering both NHS and private work compares with the assessment of £63,000 for the average GDS income in 2002–03 of a dentist with a reasonable commitment to GDS. Since GDS income is almost 60% of total income on average, this implies that a full-time private dentist will earn an average of over £90,000 a year in order for the overall average for NHS and private work to be £72,550.

Table 3: Gross income, expenses ratio and net income from NHS and private dental work for the tax year 2002–03: Great Britain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number in Survey</th>
<th>Gross Pop</th>
<th>Average Gross Earnings</th>
<th>Expenses Ratio (%)</th>
<th>Average Net Earnings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Men</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-handed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aged under 35</td>
<td>Thames regions</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>£167,765</td>
<td>60.67</td>
<td>£65,990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elsewhere</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>£175,634</td>
<td>58.66</td>
<td>£72,606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aged 35-44</td>
<td>Thames regions</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>£207,628</td>
<td>58.20</td>
<td>£86,791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elsewhere</td>
<td>559</td>
<td>£185,966</td>
<td>56.08</td>
<td>£81,675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aged 45-54</td>
<td>Thames regions</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>£192,589</td>
<td>60.18</td>
<td>£76,697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elsewhere</td>
<td>767</td>
<td>£167,234</td>
<td>55.56</td>
<td>£74,327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aged 55 and over</td>
<td>Thames regions</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>£162,605</td>
<td>55.95</td>
<td>£71,625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elsewhere</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>£145,694</td>
<td>54.48</td>
<td>£66,326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In partnership</td>
<td>Thames regions</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>£189,805</td>
<td>56.43</td>
<td>£82,702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elsewhere</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>£158,017</td>
<td>52.12</td>
<td>£75,663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All men</td>
<td>Thames regions</td>
<td>2,519</td>
<td>£173,806</td>
<td>56.37</td>
<td>£75,833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elsewhere</td>
<td>3,752</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Women</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-handed</td>
<td>Thames regions</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>£130,868</td>
<td>64.71</td>
<td>£66,181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aged under 35</td>
<td>Elsewhere</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>£153,834</td>
<td>62.70</td>
<td>£57,377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aged 35-44</td>
<td>Thames regions</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>£137,818</td>
<td>55.93</td>
<td>£60,742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elsewhere</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>£156,089</td>
<td>59.79</td>
<td>£62,758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aged 45-54</td>
<td>Thames regions</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>£137,642</td>
<td>58.65</td>
<td>£56,910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elsewhere</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>£130,935</td>
<td>55.55</td>
<td>£58,203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aged 55 and over</td>
<td>Thames regions</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>£117,078</td>
<td>50.05</td>
<td>£58,479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elsewhere</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>£100,111</td>
<td>55.19</td>
<td>£44,860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In partnership</td>
<td>Thames regions</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>£141,684</td>
<td>51.97</td>
<td>£68,052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elsewhere</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>£125,997</td>
<td>51.96</td>
<td>£60,535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All women</td>
<td>Thames regions</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>£139,706</td>
<td>58.00</td>
<td>£58,675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elsewhere</td>
<td>887</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All dentists</td>
<td></td>
<td>3,039</td>
<td>£167,286</td>
<td>56.63</td>
<td>£72,552</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Salaried dentists**

Dentists working in the CDS, SDS and HDS and some dentists in PDS are salaried dentists and are paid on salary scales recommended by the Review Body (Doctor’s and Dentist’s Review Body DDRB). The Community Dental Officer salary scale payable from the 1 April 2004 ranged from £30,313 to £48,016. The Senior Dental Officer scales ranged from £43,721 to £59,422.

**Question 176: The money going to PCTs, will this be ring-fenced to stop the PCTs stealing dentists’ money for other things?**

Primary care trusts’ additional dental allocations will be “floor funded” for the initial three-year transitional period, requiring them to spend at least that amount on primary dental services. Primary care trusts will be free to supplement these allocations with additional funds for dentistry from their devolved resources if they consider this necessary in the light of local needs and priorities.
Question 176 (Chairman): I would like to have a note please on paragraph 2.8, where the National Audit Office notes that “it is still not clear what services dentists will be contracted to provide, what services patients can expect or what charges patients will pay and on when you intend to provide dentists and the public with this information?”

It is proposed to carry forward broadly the same definition of “treatment” as used in the NHS (General Dental Services) Regulations, Regulation 2, except for orthodontic treatment and sedation, which will be subject to separate agreements with the primary care trust. The GDS definition would, therefore, read:

“treatment” means all proper and necessary dental treatment, which a dentist usually undertakes for a patient and which the patient is willing to undergo, including examination, diagnosis, preventive treatment, periodontal treatment, conservative treatment, surgical treatment, the supply and repair of dental appliances, the taking of radiographs, the supply of listed drugs and the issue of prescriptions.

Under a general dental services contract in the new arrangements, practices will have to provide dental treatment that is clinically necessary.

There will be a contractual requirement to submit data to the Dental Practice Board or its successor body for verification of patient charges due and activity carried out under the contract. The Dental Reference Service will also have functions in relation to quality assurance of the new system. Information for contract monitoring by the primary care trust will be reported on a monthly basis.

Ministers are considering Harry Cayton’s report. What is clear is that any new system will be simpler to understand and administer and more transparent, and we have given a guarantee that practices will not bear any financial risk from any possible fluctuations in charge revenue.

We can also confirm our intention to publish for consultation the new regulations for local commissioning of primary dental services and dental charging in the summer of 2005.

How confident are you that the proposed expansion in training places is sufficient to meet the longer term projected future need for dentists (ref para 1.43 of the NAO Report)?

We provided additional funding for 170 extra training places for dental undergraduates—a 25% increase which, by 2010, will result in some 850 additional dental students under training. But, because the course takes five years, the first cohort of new dentists will not qualify until summer 2010. As an interim measure, we are recruiting the equivalent of 1,000 more dentists by:

— encouraging dentists taking career breaks to return to work;
— providing incentives for dentists with mixed private and NHS practices to increase their NHS commitment; and
— recruiting overseas dentists.

We are confident the new contract will revitalise NHS dentistry and reverse the drift of dentists into private practice, but later this year we will check the assumptions upon which our expansion of the dental workforce are based.

As patients will be moving from a system of paying for each item of treatment to paying for improved oral health, what is the expected impact on income from charges?

The remit of the patient charge working group was to devise a system that could raise the same proportion of service cost as the current system of patient charges. It is intended to publish the new regulations for local commissioning of primary dental services and dental charging, for consultation, in the summer of 2005.